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AM Goals Get FCC Priority
by Alex Zavistovich
Washington DC ... The FCC has decided to give top priority to several AM
improvement issues, including a
synchronous transmission inquiry and
arulemakirtg to relax duopoly and "oneto-a-market" ownership rules.
The prioritization effort was approved
by the FCC during its 15 January meeting. It came in response to the Mass
Media Bureau's April 1986 "Report on
the Status of the AM Broadcasting
Rules," which proposed sweeping
changes aimed at halting the overall decline in popularity of the AM band.
The Commission also targeted possible relaxation of the main studio and
program-origination rules, along with an
investigation of whether the FCC should
regulate devices such as appliances and
electric motors that have been shown to

cause RF interference.
While the synchronous transmitter
and multiple ownership items were intended for immediate action, the latter
two were targeted as actions that would
be addressed in the "near term!'
In the longer term, the FCC said it will
review technical standards for interference protection and will launch aproposal to permit reduced power night operations for AM daytimers. New antenna
design and AM stereo standard development has been deferred by the FCCpending further study.
Commissioner Dennis Patrick stressed
that the FCC has now provided "alisting
of the set of priorities in which (the FCC)
intends, at the present time, to address
(the) issues!' He added that the notice
"does not bind the Commission in any
way as asubstantive matter with respect
to those topics!'

In the first of the FCC's near-term actions, a Notice of Inquiry has been
launched into the use of synchronous
transmitters for improved AM coverage,
as an alternative to such standard
methods as station power increase,
transmitter relocation or antenna system
redesign.
According to Bernard Gorden, Mass
Media Bureau staff engineer, conventional means of extending the broadcast
signal "do not always provide stations
with sufficient flexibility to economically improve their service in areas where
they need it most!'
Gorden maintained that synchronous
transmission, which uses two or more
transmitters on the same frequency
broadcasting the same material, causes
"negligible or no interference to adjacent
or co-channel stations!' However, he
noted, some level of interference is gen-

Mixed Reaction For Fowler Exit
by David Hughes

Washington DC ... Praise for attempts
to deregulate technical rules and
criticism about the lack of an AM stereo
standard were the reactions of the radio
industry in the wake of FCC Chairman
Mark Fowler's announcement that he
would step down.
After almost six years as head of the
FCC, Fowler announced in a letter to
President Reagan 16 January that he will
resign, effective this spring.
Fowler, 45, gave no reason for the action; he would not say if he had another
job lined up. However, sources say that
the chairman would like to get back into "entrepreneurial broadcasting," as opposed to aposition in communications
law.
Fowler completed his first term last
June. He was expected to be renominated for asecond by Reagan early this
year. At the time of his resignation, he
was serving in an interim period between terms, which is allowed by the
FCC.
There had been industry rumors that
Fowler would not run for asecond term.
That speculation increased when, last
November, the Democratic Party took
control of the Senate. While it was assumed that Fowler would come under
fire in Congress, particularly over his
telephone industry deregulation policies, most sources believed he would
have been approved to serve asecond
term.
In reports, Fowler pointed out that he
headed the Commission longer than
predecessors, most of whom resigned
after serving an average of three years.
Deregulation praised
Many in the broadcasting community
contacted by RW praised the wide
ranging technical deregulation efforts

that took place during the Fowler years.
They covered everything from reducing
proofs requirements and instituting
intermediate AM power levels, to
simplified license renewals and lax
signal quality standards.
"Broadcasting has done well under
Fowler," said NAB VP/Science and Technology Tom Keller. "While deregulation
was not started with Fowler, he certainly helped remove alot of useless paperwork and allow broadcasters to focus on
what they should be doing!'
"Fowler was aradio person, aDJ, he
was familiar with problems at small sta-
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tions," added Jim Wychor, past president
of the Daytime Broadcasters Association,
which eventually merged with the NAB
to become the NAB Daytimers Committee.
"The Fowler years were fantastic for
daytimers," Wychor said. "Under Fowler
the FCC accomplished more in the past
five years than during the whole previous history of the Commission!' Wycor
pointed to expanded pre- and postsunset authorizations, and nighttime
power levels on foreign clear channels.
Yet, Wychor maintained that some
(continued an page 4)
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erated in the station's own coverage area.
The FCC has requested comments pertaining to the use of these transmitters,
including technical standards for their
operation, interference protection criteria, and possible distortion from frequency or phase synchronization.
Other topics for comment include use
of night-time synchronous transmitters
for reduction of skywave interference,
and the treatment of the transmitters under multiple-ownership rules.
Mass Media Bureau Chief Jim McKinney said that the FCC has yet to determine how much interference occurs "at
the fringes" of the coverage area, but
noted that synchronous transmitters
have already been used successfully in
Europe.
Experimental licenses for testing of
synchronous transmitters have been
granted by the FCC to KROL, Laughlin,
Nevada, and KKOB, Albuquerque, New
Mexico. Several other synchronous applications are pending Commission
approval.
At the 15 January meeting, the FCC
also established a Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking on multiple ownership of
broadcast properties, relaxing the radio
duopoly rule and aportion of the "oneto-a-market" rule.
Under the duopoly rule, common
ownership had been prohibited of two
or more AM stations whose 1mV/m contours overlap. The prohibition also extended to ownership of two or more FM
stations with similar contour overlap.
In the one-to-a-market rule, ownership
of commercial broadcast services in the
same market had been restricted to one
AM-FM combination, or one TV station,
or one daily newspaper per market.
Cross ownership of radio and TV
properties was prohibited if the service
contour of the purchasing facility completely encompassed the community of
(continued on page 2)
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FCC Prioritizes AM Improvement
(continued from page I)
license of the station to be purchased.
Both rules were adopted, the FCC
said, to "promote diversity of viewpoint
and economic competition on a local
level by encouraging diversity in the
ownership of stations!'
Since then, however, the Commission
has noted "demonstrable benefits resulting from group ownership of broadcast stations;' said Andrew Rhodes, an
attorney with the FCC's legal branch.
Rhodes said the FCC has seen "substantial growth" in various markets,
which has increased diversity of viewpoints to alevel where multiple ownership restrictions "may no longer be
necessary!'
The Commission also questioned
whether diversity of programming necessarily follows from diversity of ownership, and speculated that "significant
public interest benefits" might result
from cost savings in joint ownership of
broadcast facilities.

Supporting aMass Media Bureau recommendation, the FCC concluded that
AM-FM-UHF combinations should be
permitted. Relaxation of the one-to-amarket rule also applies to combinations
of AM stations and either UHF or VHF
stations.
Comments are also sought "on the
specific benefits of joint operation of
radio and television stations in terms of
economies of scale and cost savings," the
FCC said.
The Commission also proposed relaxation of the duopoly rule, prohibiting
common ownership of two or more
AM's whose 5mV/m groundwave contours overlap. Further, ownership is
prohibited of two or more FM stations whose 3.16 mV/m contours overlap.
McKinney said that the revised ownership rules would reduce the minimum
distance between two commonly-owned
class B FM stations from approximately
65 miles to approximately 40.

On the agenda for longer-term consideration are a review of technical
standards relating to interference protection (including protection ratios and RF
bandwidth limitations), and possible
permission of reduced-power nighttime
operation for AMs which are currently
daytime-only.
The proposed latter action, the FCC
noted, would be "coupled with a proposal to terminate the licensing of new
daytime-only stations."
Other AM improvement issues, including changes in current limitations
on station power, channel and station
classification, and new antenna design
have been deferred pending additional
study.
For additional information on the
FCC's rule prioritization, contact Steve
Selwyn at the FCC's Mass Media Bureau: 202-254-3394. For information on
synchronous transmitters or multiple-ownership rules, contact Andrew
Rhodes: 202-632-7792.

License Form Sparks Concern
by David Hughes
Washington DC ... The FCC's Mass
Media Bureau (MMB) is considering
whether to issue a public notice to
broadcasters advising them not to be
confused about "official looking" applications they may receive in the mail from
aprivate firm.
The applications, which apparently
were for the renewal of remote pick-up
(RPU) and land mobile licenses held by
broadcasters and not for the renewal of
the broadcast station licenses, were sent
to at least one Washington DC broadcaster by aGettysburg, PA, based firm
called "Federal Licensing!'
The document from the firm features
the words "Federal Licensing, J.V., Modification Division!' In smaller letters in
the lower right hand corner of the cover
letter is the disclaimer: "not affiliated
with US government/agencies." The letter also claims that Federal Licensing's
offices are located "adjacent to the FCC
in Gettysburg, PA."
FCC MMB Engineering Policy Branch
Asst. Chief John Reiser told RW that the
Federal Licensing letter could be confused by broadcasters as being an official
FCC document.
While he said that no decision had yet
been made, the MMB may issue anotice
to broadcasters pointing out the potential for confusion.
Ted Simms, CE of WHUR, Washington
DC, said that although he "surmised it
was not FCC connected," the Federal

Licensing form his station received
looked too much like an FCC form. "I
think there are some people who might
be fooled by it!'
The Federal Licensing document features a letter that says "our review of
FCC records" indicates that your land
mobile "radio authorization— LICENSE"
is about to expire.
The document indicates that renewals
with changes, such as the relocation of
base stations or power increases, cannot
be handled through the Commission's
"automated renewal program!'
The letter instructs the applicant to fill
out the supplied forms, enclose a "preparation fee payment" of $85, and mail the
documents to firm's Gettysburg office.
Reiser pointed out that the FCC does not
charge afee for filing an application.
Federal Licensing VP Paul Damico said
that he saw no reason for the MMB to
issue a notice to prevent broadcasters'
confusion. He stressed that the envelope
the document is mailed in and the document itself repeatedly mention that the
organization is not connected with the
FCC.
Even though the letter and application
in question was sent to abroadcast station, his firm does not handle broadcast
license applications, added Damico.
He maintained that Federal Licensing
handles only amateur and land mobile
license reinstatement applications. The
reason the application was sent to a
broadcaster was because the station
probably had aland mobile operation for

maintenance or security reasons, he
added.
He compared his Federal Licensing's
processing of amateur and land mobile
operations for afee to the service offered
by H&R Block for tax preparation.
Damico added that he was upset the
FCC decided to inform the press about
what it perceived to be aproblem before
informing his company, which has been
offering the services since 1982.
If the MMB issues anotice about Federal Licensing, it would follow asimilar
notice issued by the Commission's Private Radio Bureau (PRB) on 16 December. That notice informed amateur license holders that the Federal Licensing
mailings are in no way connected with
the Commission.
The PRB advised licensees in the amateur service that "official-looking notices
are being sent to amateur operators from
"Federal Licensing, J.V., Amateur Radio
Division!" The PRB stressed, "This firm
is not affiliated with the FCC!'
However, Damico said the PRB never
notified his firm about the alleged complaints or even sent him acopy of the notice. He also maintained that his firm's
notices are sent for the "reinstatement"
of amateur licensees, as opposed to "renewals;' as the PRB mentioned.
"We have had good and very close relationship with the FCC," Damico noted.
For more information contact John
Reiser at 202-632-9660, the Commission's
Personal Radio Branch at 202-632-4964,
or Federal Licensing at 717-334-9262
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Felker Named PeiR Deputy Chief
Alex Felker has been named deputy
chief of the Mass Media Bureau's Policy and Rules Division. He previously worked with the Office of Plans
and Policy where he specialized in
spectrum management issues.
Felker recently completed a study
that examined the possibility of using
auctions rather than lotteries or hearings to select licensees in non-mass
media services.
He has also worked with the Field
Operations Bureau, including aposition as senior engineer in the Norfolk
FM/TV/CATV enforcement unit, and
with the Common Carrier Bureau.
For more information contact the
FCC news media information office at
202-632-5050.
Authorization Speed
In areport released in late 1986, the
FCC said it took 39 days to process
90% of the equipment type acceptance applications it had before it.
The figures represent the Commission's speed of service time for equipment authorizations.
The FCC also reported that it took
47 days to process 90% of the equipment certification applications and 37
days for 90% of the notification procedures to be processed.
The information is provided in order to aid "manufacturers planning to
bring new products to the market,"
the FCC said.
For more information contact the
FCC's news media information office
at 202-632-5050.
EBS Script Change
The FCC has issued an optional
change to its weekly Emergency
Broadcast System (EBS) script.
WLEF-FM, Baltimore, had asked the
Commission to substitute the station's
call letters in the portions of the script
that refer to "this station!'
After reviewing the matter, along
with a favorable recommendation
from the Maryland State Emergency
Communications Committee, the
FCC said that it would grant the
request.
'All broadcast stations now have the
option of either using the present
weekly EBS test script, or substituting
their call letters, as authorized in their
FCC license, in the portions of the test
script worded 'this station'," the Commission said.
For more information, contact the
FCC's Management Planning and
Program Evaluation Office at 202-6323906.
Station Totals
The FCC has released its latest
broadcast station totals, current as of
31 December 1986.
The figures indicate that there were
4,863 licensed AM stations, and 5,205
FM stations (3,944 commercial, 1,261
noncommercial).
The totals are up from mid-1986,
when the Commission reported that
there were 4,839 AMers and 5,170
FMers.
For more information contact the
FCC's news media information office
at 202-632-5050.
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NRSC Standard Gets Approval
by Alex Zavistovich
Las Vegas NV ... A year-and-a-half
long effort by the National Radio
Systems Committee (NRSC) to get
broadcasters and receiver manufacturers
to agree on a voluntary preemphasisdeemphasis standard for AM has come
to fruition.
Their work culminated in the recent
approval by the group of an interim voluntary national standard for AM transmission and reception.
The standard also has the support of
processing manufacturers, who are expected to introduce products to implement the standard at this year's NAB
convention.
The committee authorized the NAB
and Electronic Industries Association
(EIA) to publish the interim standard on
3January, during ameeting held at the
Consumer Electronics Show, according
to NAB staff engineer and NRSC member Mike Rau.
Rau said that the measures, which had
been approved in draft form before last
September's NAB Radio '86 show in
New Orleans were "far and away" supported by the group.
Included in the standard are a75 µS
AM broadcast transmission preemphasis
and acomplementary 75 µS receiver deemphasis, a 10 kHz AM transmission
bandwidth provision and afive-year review stipulation.
The preemphasis curve recommended
by the NRSC is "asingle zero curve with
abreak frequency at 2122 Hz," similar to
the 75 µS curve used for FM broadcasting. A single pole with abreak frequency of 8700 Hz was suggested to reduce
peak boost at high frequencies.
The standard also recommends adeemphasis curve for AM radios which is
"the precise complement of the preemphasis standard"—a single pole at
2122 Hz and a single zero at 8700 Hz.
The NRSC had set a 15 December
deadline for public comment on the pre-
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standard should be available "within the
next two months, prior to the NAB
show."
The NAB has agreed to "make an effort to publicize the standard and make
broadcasters aware of its desirability,"
-;ri Morgan, who is also chairman of
the association's AM Improvement Committee. He noted that many receiver
manufacturers have "pledged to incorporate the standard" into their products.
Bill Gilbert, staff engineer of electronic
design for Delco Electronics, commented
that the company's AM stereo receivers
will be made to operate at 10 kHz bandwidth. However, the receivers should
have the capability of narrowing the
bandwidth to compensate for first adjacency problems, he said.
Delco's first step in complying with the
standard would be to make their 6to 7
kHz bandwidth receivers compatible
with the deemphasis curve and then to
widen the bandwidth, Gilbert maintained. He added that the company has
no plans to widen the bandwidth on
their mono receivers.
"We're looking for good quality (AM)
stereo," he stressed.
Gilbert would not speculate on when
Delco would fully implement the standard, commenting that an audio design
incorporating the deemphasis curve has
not yet been drafted.

New City Communications VP/Engineering John Marino, co-chairman of the
NRSC, said the committee has also decided on the characterisitics of a lowpass audio filter which would help to attenuate transmitted frequencies above 10
Hz.
During the September NRSC meeting,
committee members discussed the relative merits of so-called "brick wall" and
"gentle rolloff" filters.
In Las Vegas, the group decided on a
compromise between the two—"agood,
sharp, useful filter, easily realized by
processor manufacturers," Rau commented.
The filter calls for astation's signal to
be 15 dB down at 10 kHz, and 30 dB
down at 10.5 kHz. The specs also call for
the signal to be 50 dB down at 15 kHz
Marino added that the filter has been
accepted by audio processor manufacturers for retrofit into their equipment.
Orban Associates' Chief Engineer
Robert Orban commented that his company will have an official showing of 10
kHz filter devices at the NAB exhibit in
March. Orban's display will also include
retrofit modules for both stereo and
mono 9100 Optimods.
The preemphasis curve plug-in module will be exhibited at NAB, Orban said.
He noted that processors currently be(continued on page 8)
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emphasis proposal. Although reaction to
the proposal had been predominately
favorable, some broadcasters expressed
dissatisfaction, noted Susquenhanna
Broadcasting VP/Engineering Charles
Morgan, chairman of the committee.
Press Broadcasting, Morgan said, suggested that the committee "should have
adopted or become involved in" standards for AM stereo. In November 1986
Press Broadcasting submitted apetition
to the FCC, asking for arequirement that
AM stereo receivers all be multimode.
Morgan, while acknowledging that
AM stereo is an "important issue" in AM
improvement, pointed out that the matter is not part of the NRSC charter, and
was therefore not addressed.
In addition, Morgan said, separate
comments from Bonneville International
Corporation, a multiple station owner
based in Salt Lake City, spoke against
the 10 kHz bandwidth limitation and the
magnitude of preemphasis recommended in the standard.
While Bonneville indicated the NRSC
proposal was a good compromise, acceptable to the vast majority of broadcasters and receiver manufacturers, the
company's comments maintained that
the AM transmission bandwidth should
not be reduced from 15 to 10 kHz, according to Morgan.
Morgan pointed out, however, that
currently, "in reality, AM receivers have
only a21
/ to 3 kHz band path."
2
He admitted the NRSC standard's 75
µS preemphasis was large, but that
changing the standard at this time was
"impractical." However, the committee
"should and will address the issue in five
years," during the proposed review period, he added.
A Bonneville International spokesman
decline to speak on the record about the
objections.
The NRSC has recommended publication of the interim voluntary standard as
soon as possible after editiorial revisions,
Morgan stated. He anticipated that the
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Exit Draws Reaction
(continued from page 1)
day hmers' problems persist, including
the issue of allowing AM stations to use
FM translators. He called for "afurther
examination of the dear channel stations'
roll in today's society" to allow the more
than 500 daytimers located on US clear
channels to add nighttime operations.
Pendulum swung too far?
While many, like Keller, say that Fowler went just far enough in his deregulation efforts, Washington DC-based consultant Bob duTreil, of duTreil-Rackley,
said that "the pendulum may have
swung too far."
While praising some of the changes,
duTriel said that the removal of some
regulations has encouraged "atremendous change" in the industry that has
diminished the "family of broadcasters"
in order to make it "more of abusiness."
duTreil said that many "frivilous" applications are filed by groups with
business interests who have little interest
in actually creating quality broadcasting.
Regulations need to be reinstated to
more carefully scrutinize applicants'
financial qualifications and to "limit
speculators," he said.
While Keller agreed that he has also
noted adistinct "business-oriented shift"
in the overall broadcasting industry, he
added, "Ican't say it is bad."
duTriel added that the Commission
has also been more concerned with the
quantity rather than the quality of stations. Rather than creating 700 new FMs
in the Docket 80-90 case, he said "it
would have been wiser to improve (conditions for) existing broadcasters."
AM stereo
One of the low points of the Fowler
years, many pointed out, was the lack of
adecision on an AM stereo standard.
'The FCC should have made adecision. It can't leave technical standards
completely to the marketplace," duTreil
said.
Keller agreed: "The AM stereo issue

has not been a highlight for Fowler."
However, he said the Commission's action to pick aTV stereo standard was one
of the Fowler administration's great plusses. He admitted that part of the fault on
the radio side and the credit on the TV
side rests with the industry in general.
In listing the failures of the Fowler
team, Maryland-based public and minority interest broadcast attorney David
Honig also cited the lack of an AM stereo
standard.
"It's sad. The Commission released an
omnibus AM improvement report with
25 little things listed, but they ignored
the big thing—an AM stereo standard.
"It would have been better to flip acoin
to decide asystem," he added.
Honig, who stressed that he was
speaking on his own behalf and not for
the various organizations he has represented before the Commission such as
the National Black Media Coalition
(NBMC) and the NAACP, said the Fow-

ler FCC has been too concerned with
technical deregulation, and has not focused enough energy on the economic
and social impacts of its decisions.
He was critical of the Commission's
current inquiry into whether its various
application preferences for minorities
and women should be continued. "This
is very troubling. The FCC is telling civil
rights groups to reinvent the wheel."
Honig also maintained that the Fowler
FCC has not enforced equal employment
opportunity (EEO) rules at stations as
strictly as it should have.
However, Honig also had kind words
for Fowler's minority stance. He praised
the FCC's 1981 ruling which reduced the
amount of time during which an applicant had to pledge that astation could
be operated without outside revenue.
Honig said the decision encouraged
minorities, particularly those with 'less
wealth," to apply for stations.
Successor
Although FCC officials would not
comment, industry sources indicated
that former White House staff member

and current Commissioner Dennis Patrick, 35, would be Fowler's most likely
replacement.
Commissioner Mimi Dawson, a Republican from Senator Robert Packwood's staff, has also been mentioned as
a successor, as has James Hughes of
BDM International, adefense contractor
based in northern Virginia.
Many of the broadcasting industry
representatives contacted by RW said
they doubted that Fowler's policies
would change if the FCC reins are given
to Patrick, who has frequently supported the outgoing Chairman at FCC
meetings.
Yet there may be surprises. Honig said
that Patrick, at previous FCC meetings,
has departed from the majority and
taken afirmer stand on the enforcement
of EEO regulations.
If Patrick or Dawson is chosen to fill
Fowler's shoes, aslot for anew commissioner would also open.
At press time, FCC officials indicated
that adecision would be made on Fowler's successor "soon," perhaps in
February.

Dingell Blasts FCC Practices
by Alex Zavistovich
Washington DC ... The chairman of
the House Energy and Commerce Committee, John Dingell, has criticized the
deregulatory practices of the FCC, claiming that scaled-down federal involvement has become the Commission's
"sole guiding principle and motivation."
Speaking at the 15 January luncheon
of the Federal Communications Bar Association, Dingell, aDemocratic representative from Michigan, noted that "almost all" Commission actions over the
past six years have been to reduce government control over some part of the
broadcast industry.
He acknowledged that "unbending
belief in universal deregulation can
sometimes lead to correct results, in the
way abroken dock gives the correct time
at least twice aday."

GAIN BOX

Dingell suggested that the FCC's credibility has been called into question by
the deregulatory trend. The Commission
cannot be seen as an "unbiased source
of technical expertise and information for
the industry and Congress;' he said.
Dingell said the FCC is being driven
by a "marketplace ideology" which fundamentally contradicts the statutes the
agency is supposed to administer. The
airwaves are public resources, he said,
to be managed by the FCC and used by
private broadcasters as "trustees" acting
in the public interest.
He labelled as "neither correct nor
responsible" objections that the "public
trustee" concept as applied to broadcasters violates the broadcasters' right
to "put on the air anything they see
fit."
Where there are more individuals who
want to broadcast than there are frequencies to allocate, it is impossible to
have an "unabridgeable First Amendment right to broadcast which would be
comparable to the right of every individual to speak, write or publish," he
noted.
Dingell said that an increase in the

number of broadcast stations and the
growth of alternative radio distribution
technologies have also been given as reasons to do away with government regulation. However, these changes have
done nothing to "alleviate scarcity in the
industry," which is indicated by "continued increase in price and value of licensee he said.
Dingell also took the Commission to
task for having "openly encouraged"
mergers within the industry, claiming
the FCC has developed "new and highly
questionable procedures for circumventing full public review of transfers of
broadcast licenses." He criticized the
agency for "abandoning" full review of
transfers of licenses arising from property fights.
Dingell also noted that the broadcast
industry's minority employment record
could be bettered. Although he acknowledged that the FCC's existing preference
policies have enabled women and
minorities to "improve their situation in
the industry," Dingell maintained that
minorities only own two and women only nine percent of the total broadcast
properties.
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output. 10. DC meter amplifier
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Sold By All Quality Distributors
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Ideal for s/nchronous AM transmitters and
traveler's information service.
BROAD BANDWIDTH for better mono or stereo sound and
effective range increase;
GROUNDED ANTENNA helps eliminate lightning and
static electricity problems;
ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS- VHF and UHF antennas on
aunipole ted without discontinuity in transmission lines;
ELIMINATES LIGHTING CHOKES, transformers, base
insulators, static drain chokes, and spark gaps;
EFFECTIVE AS A DETUNING SKIRT;
FULLY ACCEPTABLE BY FCC- The Folded Unipole is easy
to assemble and apply!
COpperweld rm Dist.
Also available from Cortana:
Radial Chaser Inspection Tool
Stati-Car Lightning Preventor

4001 LaPlata Hwy.
Farmington NM 87401
1505)325-5336

Write or call for free brochure.

Mastercard/Visa
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Opinion

Readers'
Forum

Got something to say about
Radio World? Any comments on
articles? Call us at 800-336-3045 or send aletter to Readers' Forum (
Radio World, Box
1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776).
kpproach for Class Ils
Dear RW:
Iam writing as afollow-up to the letter of Mr. Freitag, of WHNC in your 15
December 1986 issue.
Amen!!! The plight of the Class II daytimer on aUS clear seems to have been
lost in the praise heaped upon the efforts
to improve the first of the Class III's, the
Class IV's and those Class II's on Mexican clear channels.
The broadcast environment for all of
us has changed. Gone are the days
when simply being the local station was
good enough.
People want to set their clock radios at
night to get up in the morning. People
want to hear some local news as they
shave in the morning. People want to be
able to hear their local school concerts
and sporting events.
When they want to listen to alocal station they want it to be local ... yet to fit
within their normal work habits of getting up in the morning and driving
home at night.
Ever try to set your clock radio to astation that's not on the air? Ever try to get
aschool closing from astation that can't
sign on until 7AM? Or ameeting change
from astation that went off at 4:30?
When people in our area want regional news and entertainment, they
have anumber of choices, but when they
want local news and entertainment, they
have to get it at very limited hours.
Gone also is the day when the "national" station made some sense. And,
if you listen to any station on aUS clear,
there is no major effort to program to the
theoretically potential skywave audience
with but minor exceptions, like WHO's
rebroadcasts of Iowa football.
On the other hand, we found great local interest in Iowa football since our
own Minnesota Gophers play half their
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games at night. Now, ironically, the local
Iowa fans want us to carry Iowa basketball which is mostly played ... you
guessed it ... at night!
Local interference from many sources
makes protection to the 0.1 mV/m contour of the skywave an academic issue
at best in most populated areas.
Therefore, Isuggest two approaches to
the problem, a short-range one and a
long-range one:
1. For the short-range, let all Class II
daytimers on US clears operate with
daytime facilities full-time.
During this period, double-blind tests
would be conducted to determine what,
if any, objectionable interference would
be encountered within the 0.5 mV/m
groundwave contour of the US clear's
current nighttime pattern.
The US clears would be prohibited
from disclosing the details of the test
other than to state that technical tests are
being conducted and listeners are invited
to forward their comments to aneutral
party.
In addition, the practice of allowing
eastern Class Istations to operate with
their daytime facilities until sundown on
the west coast should cease. This merely contributes additional interference
during the critical drive-time hours to
those stations "in-the-middle" without
significant benefit to anyone.
2. Ultimately, the classes of stations
could be established local stations and
regional stations. AM stations would be
defined by the actual coverage they propose to serve, rather than aspecific "city of license!'
The key would be the establishment of
anormally protected, groundwave coverage area. Station ID's would simply
identify the main studio and office location (of the public files).
Consideration could be given in the
future to a "marketplace" approach to allowing stations to negotiate skywave
rights with other stations.
In the meantime, it is important that
we continue to the efforts to extend afair
opportunity for the existing Class II's on
US clears to compete effectively in the
marketplace.
Raymond Voss, VP/GM
KSMM Radio
Shakopee, MN
Overlooked requirement
Dear RW:
After reading David Hughes' article,
"FCC Rejects DA Proof Requests" in the
1December issue of RW, and then the
"Reader's Forum " letter from Eric Stone
titled "Safe and Legal?," Ican see that
there may be some serious problems in
the future.
Somehow, through the procedures of
deregulation, alot of folks have missed
one very crucial phrase, which appeared
in Mr. Hughes' article. For those who
missed it, Irepeat the qualification on
"Need sufficient to ensure compliance
with the station authorization."
It appears that alot of station operators

The final stamp of approval by the NRSC to the voluntary interim
preemphasis-demphasis standard for AM stations is welcome. The fact that
all sides involved were able to reach an agreement is afeat worthy of praise
in itself. But now that the standard has been approved, AM stations should
be thinking about the next step.
Three major processing manufacturers have promised to have NRSC standard additions to their units available in time for this year's NAB show. The
NAB is working to find away to allow stations that can't afford to buy new
equipment to conform to the standard at relatively low cost.
Unfortunately, there are no precise estimates of when new, wideband AM
radios that incorporate the standard will be available. Estimates range from
a few to as many as ten years.
AM stations should not wait. The NAB is right when it says the premphasisdeemphasis standard is "not- achicken-and-egg situation."
Stations should implement the
voluntary standard now so they can
send aclear and unified message of
support to receiver manufacturers.
This will encourage them to speed
up the design and production of
wideband, high-fidelity AM radios.
But there are two other equally important reasons why stations should
begin conforming to the 75 psec preemphasis curve and the 10 kHz stopband
as soon as possible.
First, there are anumber of wider band radios already in the marketplace.

Don't
Delay
NRSC

Many stereo AM radios already in the market have abetter frequency response
than 3 kHz.
AM stations using preemphasis greater than the new standard will sound
too harsh or "bright" on the new radios. Those who use the standard,
however, will reap some benefit of high fidelity sound immediately on the
better receivers.
Even more importantly, conforming to the 10 kHz bandwidth specification
will have an instant effect in eliminating second adjacency interference problems. By voluntarily limiting themselves to 10 kHz, AM stations actually
stand to enjoy wider interference-free bandwidth than many of them have now.
On one side, the hard work has been done. Now it's up to AM broadcasters
to show their commitment to the standard if they hope to convince radio
manufacturers— and listeners— that high fidelity is the future of AM.
--RW
and management perceive that deregulation means that we don't have to do it
anymore. The bottom line at some stations is replace Parts 73 and 74, along
with good engineering practice.
It's up to the station operator now; you
either do what is required to maintain
compliance, or you don't. How you do
it is up to you. Don't be lulled into afalse
sense of security with the phrase, "We
don't have to do it anymore!' That
phrase now belongs to the FCC.
Norman Beaty
Broadcast Technical Associates
Indianapolis, IN
Where are good AM radios?
Dear RW:
It is obvious to almost everyone that
AM radio is in trouble; lack of innovative
(or just interesting) programming, lack
of stereo, and low-fidelity receivers all
combine to cause listeners to switch to
FM.
However, there are still many very
good AM stations around—stations that
put a lot of effort into their programming and engineering—stations that
deserve to be listened to.
Which brings me to my complaint: I
cannot find agood AM receiver, let alone
a good AM receiver for a reasonable
price.
As an engineer for a college carriercurrent station, it disturbs me that Icannot find a good AM monitor for the
station.
As aconsumer, it upsets me that the
so-called " modern" receiver that Ican

buy at my local stereo store has an
AM tuner that doesn't even begin to
compare with my old Fisher 500-S ... a
receiver that has never even had atube
changed!
Stereo is not really the problem—most
people probably wouldn't notice stereo
or lack of it as long as the sound was
"good."
However, when manufacturers talk of
a "lack of consumer interest" in AM stereo, is it due to atrue lack of interest, or
alack of receivers? Or possibly alack of
working demonstrations? (Ihave seen a
few AM-stereo car stereos, but Ihave yet
to find adisplay which allows the AM
to be heard over the buzz of fluorescent
lights.)
In my search for home AM receivers,
the only ones Ihave found are asmall
tuner from Radio Shack (retail: approx
$60) that is not true high-fidelity, and a
tuner in aJC Penny system that must be
purchased as a complete system (of
course they had no working demonstration for AM anyway). Other stores give
me blank stares when Imention AM
stereo.
So Iask you: where can one find a
good AM receiver, and does anyone
have one that the average consumer can
afford and/or be willing to buy?
AM has been cast aside for too long
... it's time for radio manufacturers to
give consumers true value—good FM
tuners and good AM tuners.
Richard Wagoner, Engineering
Consultant
KLA AM/FM
Los Angeles, CA

THE BROADCAST PRODUCTION STANDARD

MX70

16-Track

8-Track

IT MAKES TAPE MORE FLEXIBLE
Allied would like to draw your attention to aremarkable new recorder.
The MX70.
The MX70's microprocessor-controlled tape transport, closed-loop tension control and real-timetape counter give you instant, accurate tape control. And that gives you more time to do abetter job.
The MX70 is designed for ease of use with machine controllers and synchronisers, meeting avariety of standards, including SMPTE. This makes
it as valuable in video post-production and broadcast studios as it is in audio
recording.
Features like these, and many others, make the MX70 one of the most
flexible tools any growing broadcast operation could wish for.
But there's one area where Otari's MX70 really does offer the kind of
flexibility that no other machine can match. In formats.
The MX70's option list lets you choose between 1" 8-track and 1"
16-track formats. Concert to 1
2 " 8-track. Or even switch between all three
/
options on the same machine.
But while the MX70 sets new standards for flexibility, the people at Otani
have stuck rigidly to tradition.
They haven't budged an inch on quality.

WHEN YOU CHOOSE ALLIED TO SUPPLY YOUR OTARI MX70
HERE'S WHAT YOU'LL GET.

memeff>

I. Radio's most popular professional multi-track.
2. Professional QC checkout by one of Allied's factory trained
technicians at your station.
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3. A case (5 pcs.) of Ampex Grand Master 1" tape on 10 1
2 "
/
NAB metal reels.
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4. A complete set of Allied tools as pictured here! (all 5 pics)
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LET ALLIED SUPPLY YOUR MX70
AND OUTFIT YOUR SHOP FREE OF CHARGE . .
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*Offer expires April 17, 1987

ATLANTA, GA
(404) 964-1464

CHICAGO, IL
(312) 794-0224

DALLAS, TX
(214) 423-8667

LOS ANGELES, CA
(818) 843-5052

RICHMOND, IN
(317) 962-8596

SEATTLE, WA
(206) 838-2705

RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO (416) 731-3697

ALLIED

Broadcast Equipment
P.O. BOX 1487 • RICHMOND, IN 47375
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SEE Decides Against Fee Hike
by Alex Zavistovich
Washington DC ... The Society of
Broadcast Engineers ( SBE) has decided
against raising certification fees for its
members, choosing instead to absorb increased administrative costs through the
society's general fund.
Other items of business addressed
during the executive board meeting 15
January included frequency coordination
and aresolution of the dispute between
SBE and the National Association of Radio and Telecommunications Engineers
(NARTE)
regarding
certification
programs.
The board discussed increasing certification fees for its members, but opted instead to "hold the line," according to SBE
Executive Director Andy Butler. In the
past year, the SBE saw "considerable" increase in the cost of administering the
certification program, he said.
The board chose to "avoid burdening
the membership and the engineering
community with extra costs," said SBE
President Richard Rudman.
SBE's certification committee was also
directed to "begin developing questions
specifically addressing areas of safety,"
Butler said. He noted that "the Commission is stepping out of the arena (of
workplace safety)," and has deleted regulations governing safety equipment,

such as interlocking.
Rudman stressed that the SBE was not
proposing a "safety committee," but
pointed out that "certification is an educational process." The executive board
asked for a safety area in certification
questioning "to make members aware of
safety needs," he said.
Frequency coordination
The executive board also received areport from the National Frequency Coordination Council (NFCC), an all- industry group established to help organize voluntary frequency coordinators.
The main item on the report, Butler said,
was an agreement on a standard database layout. He noted that the database
will be "acommon way for each of the
100 coordinators to store information!'
Rudman said that SBE considers frequency coordination a "vital chapter activity!' He also indicated that some coordination committees, in particular the
New York and Los Angeles committees,
while not directly supported by the SBE,
work within the SBE system.
The next NFCC meeting will be held
during the NAB convention, Rudman
stated. The SBE's frequency coordination
committee and chapter chairmen's meeting will take place 28 March.
The SBE will hold a chapter liaison
conference on 17 March, 9PM Eastern,

Manual on Frequency
Set For Coordinators
by David Hughes
Washington DC ... The newly organized National Frequency Coordination
Council ( NFCC) is working to produce
apolicy and procedures manual for voluntary frequency coordinators by October, while a database is also being
created.
The NFCC, which is made up of representatives from the NAB, SBE, ABC,
NBC, CBS, Mutual, the Radio-Television
News Directors Association ( RTNDA),
the National Cable Television Association ( NCTA) and other organizations,
met in Washington in early January to
discuss its plans for 1987.
According to NAB staff engineer Mike
Rau, the NFCC is "up and running
now." It has been described as an organization that will coordinate the voluntary
frequency coordinators around the country. "Our goal at this point is to get the
(organizational) work done and not get
stuck on bylaws," he said.
Outline discussed
At the January meeting, the NFCC
"discussed an outline" for the policy and
procedures manual, Rau said, which will
cover a wide range of issues including
how to properly solvé disputes and the
guidelines for entering amarket's broadcast auxiliary spectrum.
A directory of frequency coordinators
will also be provided in the document,
which is due to be released in late 1987,
perhaps October, he added.
The SBE, meanwhile, is working on an
NFCC standard computer database layout that will be accessable to many IBMtype personal computers, according to
SBE President Richard Rudman. The

database will be available to "any coordinator who wants it," he added.
No central NFCC office has been set
up, however Rudman said that Jerry
Plemmons, VP/Engineering with Outlet
Communications, who serves as NFCC
chairman, is handling most administrative matters. ( Plemmons could not be
reached to comment for this article.)
The creation of the NFCC comes after
the FCC repeatedly announced its intention to remove itself from auxiliary service coordination procedures.
Response to SBE request
In late 1985, the SBE asked the Commission to require that broadcast auxiliary band users certify coordination of
frequencies with local users or frequency coordination committees.
At the same time, the SBE also proposed that if the frequency coordination committee could not be contacted
or did not operate, the operator of the
new broadcast auxiliary facility should
be required to certify, via an engineering study, that the channel is available
on a non-interference basis to existing
users.
However, in October 1986, the FCC rejected the SBE plans, calling them " unnecessarily burdensome to licensees."
The Commission maintained that existing voluntary frequency coordination efforts have been successful in achieving
effective spectrum usage.
The next meeting of the NFCC is scheduled for late March at the NAB Convention in Dallas. For more information on
the NFCC's activities contact Mike Rau
at 202-429-5346, Richard Rudman at
KFWB, 213-462-5392, or Jerry Plemmons
at 401-276-6200.

on the Broadcast Professional's Forum of
CompuServe, Butler said. The conferees
will discuss "suggested bylaw revisions
for the society," he said.
The revisions are "being reviewed with
an attorney," Rudman said, to ensure
they are legal and conform with District
of Columbia codes. He urged participation in the conference, noting that the re-

The board chose to
'avoid burdening the
membership and the
engineering
community'

55

visions will be voted on in the fall.

Use of the Broadcast Professional's
Forum was aresponse to concerns from
members about difficulty in two-way
communications with SBE national, Butler said. Approximately 500 members
regularly participate on the CompuServe
Forum, he noted.
Other business
The SBE and the Radio and Television
News Director's Association ( RTNDA)
have begun talks about "possible cooperative educational ventures in the future,"
Butler said. The discussions build on
similar conversations already held with
AES and SMPTE, he added.
At press time no additional details
could be provided about the talks, but
Rudman noted that a second meeting
with SMPTE was scheduled in San Francisco in early February.

Members of the executive board met
earlier in the month with NARTE President Ray Thrower to discuss certification, Rudman said. He added that "as
far as SBE is concerned, any controversy
over NARTE's promotion of its certification program is dead, and resolved."
Last year, NARTE prepared advertisements which said that the FCC endorsed
private certifications. The SBE objected
to the advertisements, maintaining that
readers of the ads might have inferred •
that the FCC endorsed the NARTE
program.
The two groups have offered amutual
exchange of information on their certification programs, Rudman said, noting
that "10 percent of SBE's members are
NARTE-certified."
Rudman also explained that taxexempt status had been applied for for
the Ennes Foundation, which administers SBE's technical educational scholarship fund. He said that the foundation,
which is prohibited by law from political
activity, can apply more easily for grants
and aid than can the SBE itself.
The SBE was in the process of "ensuring we have earmarked every penny
from the convention," Rudman said, to
guarantee a clear audit trail when the
status was approved.
On 12 January, the Ennes Fund received acheck for $5,000 from the profits raised by the SBE's 1986 national
convention, held 14-16 October in St.
Louis, Butler said. The check will be
placed in a certificate of deposit to
generate the actual scholarship fund.
The balance of the convention profits,
approximately $32,000, will go to the
Ennes Foundation, to administer the
fund, Butler said.
For additional information, contact the
SBE at: 317-842-0836.

The Moseley PCL-606
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Moseley Aural STLs have set the
quality standards by which all
others are measured. Stations
using the Moseley PCL-606 and
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on Moseley performance.
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delivers the virtually transparent
sound you and your listeners
demand — now in aspectrumefficient composite version as
well as monaural.
Your radio audience demands
quality sound. In today's market,
can you afford to compromise?
Call or write for more information.

111 Castilian Drive
Santa Barbara, CA
93117-3093

a
Flow General
Company
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AM Stereo
Action Awaits
NTIA Study
by David Hughes
Washington DC ... The FCC's actions regarding two AM stereo petitions filed in late 1986—one for the
selection of asingle AM stereo standard, and the other for amultimode
receiver standard—continue to remain on hold pending the release of
an AM stereo status report from the
National Telecommunications Information Agency (NTIA).
At RW's mid-January press time,
NTIA spokesperson R.T. Gregg said
that the report would probably be
released by early February.
The NTIAs report will examine
whether a defacto AM stereo standard exists in the US, and whether
the FCC should abandon its "marketplace" approach to become active in
setting a single standard.
The first part of the study done by
the NTIA was answered by some 900
broadcasters—about twice the number needed for accurate results, according to an NTIA source.
AM stations broadcasting in stereo
were asked which of the two competing systems—Kahn or Motorola's
C-QUAM they use, and their reasons
for the choice.
Currently, only ten percent of all
AM stations are broadcasting stereo.
Motorola claims some 300 stations use
C-QUAM, while Kahn claims about
80 stations.
Manufacturers queried
The second part of the NTI.As study
focused on receiver manufacturers,
including auto makers that produce
their own radios.
In September, Texar Inc., a Pittsburgh-based manufacturer of audio
processing products, asked the FCC
to abandon its "marketplace" approach to AM stereo and select astandard. Texar did not express a preference as to which system should be
selected.
Texar President Glen Clark told RW
in mid-January that his petition is "on
hold" at the FCC until the NTIA
report is released.
Also on hold, FCC officials have
indicated, is a petition filed in
November 1986 by Asbury Park, NJbased Press Broadcasting.
Request for multimode
The Press filing asked the Commission to require that AM stereo receivers be equipped with a multisystem chip so that AM radios could
receive stations on either system in
stereo.
In arelated issue, the Canada's Department of Communications ( DOC)
is not expected to rule until March or
April as to whether C-QUAM should
be that nation's AM stereo standard.
In October, the Canadian Association
of Broadcasters (CAB) recommended
that the DOC pick the C-QUAM
standard.
For more information on the NTIA
report contact R.T. Gregg at the NTIA,
202-377-1551.
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Preemphasis Standard Is OK'd
(continued from page 3)
ing shipped by Orban have the preemphasis module installed.
Texar will be incorporating both the filter and the preemphasis curve in all their
current and future products, according
to Texar Senior Design Engineer Dave
Van Allen. The company plans to redesign its AMC-1 modulation controller;
the new controller, AMC-2, will include
the NRSC recommendations, he said.
Van Allen mentioned that CRL has al-

so agreed to the audio filter proposal,
but at press time the company could not
be reached for comment.
In future meetings, Marino said, the
NRSC will examine transmitter output
bandwidth, to determine the "RF emission mask," or RF complement to the
standard. The NRSC standard currently defines only the signal going into the
transmitter and attenuation on the receiving end.
RF emissions into and out of the trans-

mitter will be scrutinized for "anything
spurious which might cause interference," Marino commented. The worst
case, based on the 10 kHz bandwidth
limit, will be the mask, he said.
For additional information, contact
Mike Rau at 202-429-5346, Charles Morgan at 717-848-5500, or John Marino at
203-333-4800. Contact Bill Gilbert at 317451-7525 or Dave Van Allen at 412-8564276. Contact Robert Orban at 415-5951266.
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Assessing Station's Fire Safety
by Ronald E Balonis
Wilkes-Barre PA ... The topics of the
engineering sessions at the big national
conferences get all the headlines, and
the publicity. But conference size, I
think, has little to do with the imporRon Balonis is CE at WILK, Wilkes-Barre,
PA and afrequent contributor to RW. He can
he reached at 717-824-4666.

titnce or relevance of a topic.
lake, as an example. the topic of one
of the engineering sessions at the 54th
Annual Pennsylvania Association of
Broadcasters Convention ( Hershey PA,
6October 1986): Fire Protection—Are You
Safe & Sound? by Bob Good of WGAL-TV.
The topic sounds rather mundane
when compared to preemphasis curves,
or maybe AM improvement, or even AM
stereo.

No doubt that in the long run those
topics merit the importance given to
them today, but in the day-to-day operation of aradio station, fire protection and
prevention is as important, if not more
so, to both the station and it; engineer.
Fire protection and prevention is
something usually taken for granted, until it happens. And, engineers are like
most everyone else in that they, too, seldom plan for what to do before, during,

Here's what broadcasters say about

THE HARRIS CONNECTION:
CAPROCK TELECASTING, VHF-TV
Joseph A. Carriere, President
Roswell, NM/Lubbock, TX:

WSTQ, FM-RADIO
Al Moll, General Manager
Streator, IL:

"When astudio fire wiped us out, our Harris
sales manager was on the scene in six hours and
we were back on the air in 10 days!
"Our VHF equipment from Harris gives us the
best quality money can buy. And Harris really
stands behind its products.
"Over the years, Harris has treated us very well.
Other manufacturers may make good equipment,
but not all can give the kind of support we get
from Harris!"

"Before we switched to Harris, we were barely
on the air with apoor signal. Our FM-3.5K, 3.5 kW
transmitter makes us astand-out on the dial."

KNOB, FM-RADIO
John R. Banoczi, General Manager
Anaheim, CA:

"When it came time to buy a35 kW transmitter,
we found that Harris had the right product with
the right features at the right price—so we went
with the Harris FM-35K
"Besides—Harris has an excellent reputation for
backing and servicing the products it sells."
KCOB, AM-RADIO
John Carl, General Manager
Newton, IA:

"Our SX-1A, IkW AM transmitter performs as
advertised. It gives us astand-out presence on the
dial—especially in our fringe areas.
'And Harris' Sun Watch has completely solved
our PSA/PSSA power scheduling problems. Idon't
know how astation could do it otherwise.
"When we've needed service, Harris has always
come through."
WEAT, AM-RADIO
Bert Brown, Chief Engineer
West Palm Beach, FL:

"Most AM broadcasters who have upgraded
their facilities in this part of the state have gone
with Harris SX transmitters. As you are well
aware, this is alightning prone area of the country, and our SX-5A has performed well about our
expectations in the area of maintenance and
downtime.
"We chose Harris for its professional service
and support. ¡ have agood rapport with Harris
people."

HA.Fazus

KHBS, UHF-TV
Don Vest, Director of Engineering
Sigma Broadcasting, Fort Smith, AR:

"KHBS is our first Harris installation, and l'ai
very glad Idid it.
"What impresses me most about Harris is the
service and parts support. In 19 years of broadcasting, it's the most cooperative and helpful in
the industry.
"Harris knows how to treat its customers. Harris
is going to win!"
WOMA, FM- RADIO
Dale Eggert, General Manager
Algoma, WI:

"Our FM-3.5K, 3.5 kW transmitter has operated
flawlessly since our sign-on last November.
'And our Harris representative not only helped
us put our equipment package together, but
stayed on duty after the sale to see that we met
our critical air date!"
WKNO, VHF-TV
Pat Lane, Chief Engineer
Memphis, TN:

"Before Iordered our two new transmitters, I
tested three service departments. Harris was the
only one with an engineer on duty at 10:30 p.m.
the Fourth of July. With the others ¡ gota
recording and an answering service.
"What impresses me most about Harris is the
attitude and the people."

r
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For your free four-color 18" x24" Harris Connection poster
with service and parts phone numbers, please complete this
coupon and return it to Harris Corporation, Broadcast Division, P.O. Box 9601, Mission Hill, California 91346-9601.
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or after a fire.
The reasons for planning or thinking
about fire prevention at aradio station
are several, but essentially the same as
for any business or home. The first concern, of course, is the safety of life. And,
the second, of course, is to minimize
property damage.
However, it is with the efforts to minimize property damage that afire protection plan and the methods used to fight
afire at aradio station become the concern of astation's engineer.
Because of the after-effects of the fire,
the methods and the chemicals used to
fight it, if the fire didn't completely devastate your equipment and facility ( the
property), you'll wish it had.
Most all fires and most of the chemicals used to fight them produce toxic,
caustic and corrosive fumes and gases.
These gases and the fire fighting chemicals themselves can, do, and will condense on and in your equipment.
Your fire may be out, but in time, with
these reactants inside and on the surfaces of your equipment, your troubles
as the engineer are just beginning.

Chief
-Engineer And that's why fire protection and prevention planning, besides helping to
prevent loss of life or property, should
be ahigh priority item on the list of engineering concerns.
Thinking up a plan
In fire protection, aplan-thinking exercise may be as valuable as the plan itself.
Part of the planning should include an
inventory of fire extinguishers, an inspection for fire traps, areview of the accessibility of exits, and the testing and/or
installation of smoke and fire detectors.
The complexity of aplan depends on
the complexity of your station: small station, small plan; big station, big plan.
But, since it's designed for a time of
emergency, simplicity should prevail,
regardless.
Basically aplan should detail the location of fire extinguishers and exits; how
to call the fire departmant and the station management; and the sequence of
when to do what.
First, warn others in the building. Second, call the fire department. Third, notify the station's management. And then,
decide whether to fight the fire or just
flee and await the arrival of the fire-fighting experts.
If it's asmall, confined, and just beginning fire, then your efforts have achance
of putting it out or, at least, delaying its
spread until professional help arrives.
Use a fire extinguisher, but, it is extremely important not to underestimate
the scope or size of the fire, and it is important to remember to have an escape
route since afire extinguisher gives you
only a minute or two of fire fighting
ability.
It's complicated
Fire protection and prevention is like
most things these days. When you get
to the particulars, there's usually much
more to know about a thing than you
generally need to, want to, or can know.
That's true in the case of fires too.
(continued on page 11)
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Leadership Key to Managing
by John M. Cummuta
Chicago IL ... "Leadership is the very
heart and soul of business management.
No one really manages a business by
shuffling the numbers or rearranging
organizational charts or applying the
latest business school formulas. What
you manage in business is people."
That statement was made by Harold
Caneen. Some say he was the greatest
manager to ever hold the title.
Ganeen applied his leadership to ITT
Corporation for 17 years, and all he did
John Cummuta is RW management editor
and GM at WCFL, Chicago. Call him at
312-963-5000.

was increase sales from $766 million a
year to over $22 billion, and through 58
consecutive quarters showed an annual-uninterrupted—growth rate of more
than 10%.
So it's obvious, at least in Ganeen's
case, that leadership has some bearing
on the outcome of abusiness. It also has
astrong bearing on the performance of
an engineering department, or an entire
station.
"Management" is something objective.
That is to say that the pure act of management is one of following procedures,
methods and formulas, and observing
certain tangible results by which success
or failure is measured.
Management is asystems approach to

aprocess or job. Much like apiece of
electronic equipment. If each circuit or
function along the way is operatingproperly, the end result should be according to specs.
However, "Leadership" is much less
tangible. It is purely subjective, difficult
to define and impossible to measure. It
is also unteachable in the sense that it
cannot really be captured from the pages
of abook, yet it is there in each department or company, setting the personality
of the operation.
And it is unquestionably the most important ingredient in the recipe for
business success.
Leadership is the ability to inspire
other people, not only to action, but to

ADCOM's synthesized frequency agile 7550
satellite SCPC receiver now has the capability
of receiving any channel on any transponder
on any satellite at the touch of a finger.

Don't be hit with expensive crystal changes and
downtime while the factory
retunes your Single- Channel- Per- Carrier ( SCPC) receiver just because the network changed transponders
or IF frequency. Or maybe
because aspecial event that
you want to carry is being
broadcast on a different
transponder.

Model 7550 Receiver
Features plug-in slots for one
downconverter and up to six demodulators.
Model 6305 CIL Band Converter
Highly stable C- Band downconverter. Converts 3700-4200
MHz to 950-1459 MHz.
Model 6301 Ku/L-Band LowNoise Block Converter- highly
stable C- Band downconverter
Converts 11700-12180 MHz to
905-1450 MHz.

Now, ADCOM has what
you have been waiting for:
a fully synthesized, frequency- agile receiver that
allows the operator to
change either transponder
or IF frequency by just the
flick of a thumb- wheel
switch. Even while the
receiver is in operation.
And the Model 7550 receiver is the first SCPC agile

unit that is capable of operation in either C- Band or KuBand systems.
ADCOM's new Model
7007 agile L-Band/70 MHz
synthesized converter, combined with either our Model
6305 C-Band/L-Band or the
6301 Ku-Band/L-Band stabilized down-converter, is the
ideal choice for SCPC satellite receivers.

Model 7007 L/70 MHz Agile
Downconverter
A synthesized agile L- Band converter. Converts 950-1450 MHz
to 52-88 MHz. Frequency control
is via front- panel thumbwheel
switches in 10 MHz steps.
Model 7010 FM Demodulator
A synthesized agile FM demodulator. Converts 52-88 MHz to 600
U balanced output in 25 kHz
steps via dip switches or optional
thumbwheel control.

Clip and return this ad with order and ADCOM will

[
Engineering-

Manager
A leader also feels acertain rush and
delight at the successful overcoming of
each challenge—afeeing that others apparently don't recognize. He senses that
he may be an "Achieveaholic," in other
words—aleader.
A true leader carries the flag. He or
she doesn't just say, "do this and this and
this, and I'll be back later to check on
your progress."
A true leader points the way, gives the
vision for the organization, then rolls up
his sleeves and gives the example of
what it wilt take to get there.
This concept of giving the vision is
critical. The Bible says, "Without avision
the people perish." That is the absolute
essence of real leadership.
The troops look to their leader for a
sense of the corporate goal; that for
which the group exists. That vision can
only come from the top, and only from
aleader.
A leader can make work fun. He can
show that the pleasures and even joys
of successfully accomplishing adifficult
task can be as rewarding as—and longer
lasting than—those from eating asundae
or playing golf or dancing, or almost any
recreational activity.
Work can be agreat adventure, and
the leader transmits that feeling to his
subordinates.
One way leaders achieve this environment is by creating aclimate of growth
and opportunity. A sense that not only
the individuals can grow and be re(continued on page 19)

MULTIPATH?
ADCOM
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEERING, INC.
420 North Wickham Road • Melbourne, Florida 32935

(305)242-0272

pay shipping charges.
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follow you in your actions. It is the ability
to mold adiverse group of individuals
into ateam, for the purpose of accomplishing apredetermined goal, by the
shear force of your personality.
Now that makes it sound like leadership qualities are something you're born
with, doesn't it? The answer is yes and
no. Ibelieve that what you're either born
with or acquire from your upbringing is
adesire to develop leadership abilities.
But Ido believe that those abilities are
learned. They are learned, however, because aperson sincerely desires to learn
them and become aleader.
On the other hand, some of what
makes agood leader is instinctive. It is
afacet of his or her personality. Ibelieve
that if you have that instinct, you know
it.
If you're reading this article and you
feel something stirring inside you that
says, "Yeah ... that's me," then youprobably have the instincts. But those instincts, like the facets on a diamond,
must be cut and polished by the experiences of life and work.
The leader welcomes the challenges
and obstacles of life and business, because he knows that this is the factory
that manufactures his potential for
success.

Ijust may have a cure. Ican give you

FM stereo coverage
equal to mono depending on you
plant and terrain. Call me!
reasonable

Jim Hoge
(304) 344-8031
Circle Reader Service 34 on Page 22
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Protection from Fire Damage
(continued from page 9)
What follows is just asmall part of a
mountain of information about what is
neither a mundane nor acut-and-dry
subject.
Fires are classified as to the type of material burning. Three of the classifications are common: Classes A, B, and C,
and one is less common: class D.
Class A is a fire involving ordinary
combustible materials—trash, wood,
paper, etc. Class B is a fire involving
flammable or combustible liquids—gasoline, oil, grease, solvents, etc. Class C is
afire involving live electrical wiring and
equipment caused by overheating, short
circuits, component failure, faulty wiring or design, etc. And, Class D is afire
involving acombustible metal such as
magnesium, titanium, zirconium, sodium, potassium, etc.
Why classify?
Classification of afire is important because each class of fire requires the right
kind of fire extinguisher. That's the reason for the emphasized letter and
unique background—A (with atriangle),
B, (with a square), C (with a circle),
and/or D (with astar)—on afire extinguisher's label.
For the most effective fire fighting potential in afire extinguisher, you have to
match the extinguisher with the fire
classification. The wrong type can do
more harm than good.
For example: A B/C rated extinguisher
is not effective on aClass A fire. Fires in
combustible materials need the wetting
and cooling effects of water for effective
extinguishment.
And, aClass A rated extinguisher is
not effective on aClass B/C fire. In fact
its use can be extremely dangereous
since water on aflammable liquid fire
spreads the fire, or water on alive electrical fire could cause severe shock or
death.
Fires in aradio station can have their
origin in all of the three common classes.
But Ithink Class A and C fires are the
most likely. The Class A can result from
careless cigarette smoking habits or butt
disposal. The Class C can result from
shorted flourescent light ballasts,
shorted equipment transformers, or expedient hay-wiring.
In a radio station, having the right
class of fire extinguisher at the right location isn't all there is to afire protection
and prevention plan.
For your own engineering self-interest,
the fire extinguisher must also use chem-

icals that are the least damaging to your
equipment, too.
All fire extinguishers contain either liquid or dry chemicals under pressure as
their extinguishing agent. The chemicals
put the fire out by interfering in the fire's
combustion process.
The chemicals, or the by-products
created by them and the heat and combustion of the fire, are all toxic and corrosive to some degree and extent.
Toxic and corrosive fire chemicals
Some of the chemicals commonly
used in fire extinguishers today are: water (under pressure), carbon dioxide
(CO2), sodium bicarbonate, ammonium
phosphate, and halogenated hydrocarbons (HaIon 1301, 1211 and 2402).
Some of the toxic gases created by a
fire are: carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide,
ammonia, hydrogen cyanide, hydrogen
chloride, etc.
Fires are achemical reaction. The actual toxic or corrosive gaseous compounds produced depends on the fire
and the fire fighting chemicals.
There is no "safe fire" for people or
property; all fires and fire extinguishing
chemicals are dangereous to some
extent.
Most all of the dry fire extinguisher
chemicals are either acidic or alkaline, or
become so after application on fire. That
means, in today's radio station composed of ICs, PC boards, connectors and
switch contacts, these chemical compounds are hazardous to most all of aradio station's equipment.
The hazards to sensitive electronic or
mechanical equipment is not aproblem
without asolution; it has been aconcern
of many industries, businesses and
professions.
There is afamily of fire extinguishing
chemicals that is becoming commonly
available having amaximum effect on a
fire and aminimum effect on sensitive
equipment: the Halons.

The newer HaIon chemicals are much
safer. HaIon 1211 and 1301 exhibit relatively low levels of toxicity and corrosivity, while still possessing the high level of fire effectiveness. They are used in
fire extinguishing systems for auto racing cars, airplanes and electronic computer/data processing equipment.
Years of use in critical applications
have proven these HaIon chemicals to be
effective on Class B-C fires and very benevolent to electronic/electrical equipment. And so, their use is recommended
for aradio station's equipment too.
HaIon for fire prevention and protection is available in two forme the traditional portable fire extinguisher configurations and as a total room flooding
system.
The flooding system is designed for
critical equipment rooms such as computer installations (its cost may make it
prohibitive for atypical radio station). It's
the ultimate way to minimize a fire's
property and equipment damage.
In a HaIon flooding system, everything's automatic. When afire is detected
the room fills up with the HaIon gas
which extinguishes the fire. And, since
Halon is an almost inert gas, it leaves the
room without atrace of gas or the fire,
and leaves the equipment intact.
"What-if" fire thinking
A plan of what to do in case of fire
costs little. Just the instropective "whatif" thinking effort will do the station a
lot of good; it might even make your insurance company happy too.
Though the chance of fire is slight, the

value of aplan and the thinking exercise
to make it can be quite high from an engineering perspective: it is much, much
easier to maintain, than it is to clean up
and rebuild.
Transmitter site fire protection and
prevention planning requires some extra, and extremely important, steps.
According to the new EPA rules governing PCB containing equipment, if there
are PCBs at the site you must register
their existance with the local fire
department.
And, in the event that they are involved in afire, you must report the incident immediately to the US Coast Guard
National Spill Response Center by calling (800) 424-8802. That is another important reason to plan for fire protection.
There's alot more to know about fires:
How and why they start and how to put
them out.
To get more information to quench
your fire-fighting questions, check with
your local fire department and library, or
just read the fine print on your fire extinguishers, if you have any.
Coming up in my next column is atopic related to Class C electrical/electronic
equipment fires. Applying the intent of
the Standards of Good Engineering
Practice will minimize the potential of
electrical fires.
Although it is primarily thought of in
the context of the FCC rules—Section
3.40 ( 1950s), 73.46 ( 1970s), and 73.49
(1980s)—as an area for the Radio Inspector's scrutiny, its actual practice should
be as a matter of self-interest for all
engineers.

MORE FEATURES . . . LESS PRICE
Fairchild Digital Audio Satellite Receiver

HaIon
Halogenated hydrocarbon chemicals
have been around along time, since after
World War II. The name describes the
characteristics of the chemical's molecular composition.
Carbon tetrachloride was one early
ones; it was effective and was used for
Class B-C fires for anumber of years until it became obvious that the toxic and
corrosive effects of it were worse than the
fire.

WEATHER RADIO
Model CRW
• Modular Plug-in Construction
• Voice/Cue Module
• Useable For All Digital Networks
Price $475.00
Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting. All 3frequencies. Alert tone demutes receiver,
closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm rear terminals. Another set of rear terminals
has continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter
in first IF., ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial
input. Adjacent channel (j25 kHz) down 70 dB. 19" rack mount, 31
2 " H, all metal
/
enclosure. In stock—available for immediate delivery.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO.
6 Curtis St • Athens OH 45701 • 614-593-3150
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• Requires Only 10 1/
2 Inches Of Rack Space
• Tried & Proven Quality & Dependability
• The Allied Price Is Right!

(317) 962-8596

ALLIED

Satellite Equipment
P.O. BOX 1487 • RICHMOND, IN 47375
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Comparing Mics for Production
by Tyree S. Ford
Baltimore MD ... Ijust received an exciting call this morning from David Parnigoni's office at the NAB giving me the
nod to conduct athree-hour production
seminar at the upcoming convention in
Dallas.
At the time of this writing, the session
is scheduled for Saturday 28 March from
11 AM to 2PM. This will be agreat opportunity to meet and exchange ideas.
Ihope you can make it.
Ty Ford, aradio audio production consultant, helps stations optimize their use of production equipment and airstaff skills. He can
be reached at 301-889-6201.

We will cover the basics as well as
more advanced practices and theory.
You'll also get the chance to hear the results of our most recent mic comparison,
which you will read about in this
column.
Please contact me with any great ideas
or techniques you may have that pertain
to production. Send me copies of your
most dynamite production. Keep in
mind that some of the best production
is very simple.
Send your 71/2 or 15 ips tapes to my
Baltimore office, 3804 Ednor Rd., Baltimore MD 21218. Even if you don't plan
to attend the convention this time, keep
those ideas and tapes coming. If your
tape is used, you will be credited in

OUR FM
MONITOR
DESERVES
A SECOND
GLANCE.
BUT IT DOESN'T NEED IT.
Engineers look twice when they first see
our 691 Stereo and SCA Monitor. But when
they start to use it, they find the 691's
meters are easily tracked in a single glance.
Like everything else about the 691, its
measurement displays are very well
thought out.
A color-coded system ties together the
associated displays, switches, and jacks for
a particular function or test. Select your test
by pushing a color-coded button and
simply read the results on all of the indicators. It's as easy as it sounds.
Other benefits of the 691 include over 40
proof-of-performance and signal quality
measurements. Add a scope and use the
691 as a spectrum analyzer... or get a
vector display of LIR phasing. Perform a
BesselNull calibration in minutes. Measure
clipped composite accurately and quickly.

absentia.
Iwould like to thank the following
people and companies for their cooperation in our recently completed mic com-

rProduceres —
File
parison. Tim Finnegan of Martin Audio
Video for the Sanken CU 41, Dick Ravich
of AKG, Tony Tudisco of Sennheiser,
Michael Solomon of Beyer Dynamic, Jim
Long of Electro Voice, John Phelan of
Shure and Jerry Graham of Gotham.
These folks helped make this event possible by shipping me the mics and by
providing me with good information.
Thanks also to Bill Spicer of Spicer
Productions, here in Baltimore, for the
use of the new SSL equipped studio in
which we recorded the comparison. Finally, thanks to Dwight Weller, DE at
WLIF, for the loan of a new SM-7.
Idecided early on to arrange for apanel of experts to compare these mics. The
panel consisted of Steve Cook, CE at
Spicer; Betsy Harmatz of Sheffield Aud-

io Video; and Jay Harrison of J. Harrison
Recording.
Combined, these people probably do
over half of the voice and voiceover recording work in the Baltimore area. All
three are well known for the great job
they do.
Betsy and Steve both use mainly AKG
414's and U-87 Neumanns. Jay is currently using Neumann TLM-170's.
Knowing that these were their mics of
preference suggested two things. First,
Iexpected them to rate well in the comparison. Secondly, they would rate well
because they're very good mics.
Several days before the comparison
my office began to look like an electronics supply room. With 19 mics to compare, Ihad about $8,000 in mics in front
(continued on page 18)
Table 1.
ElectroVoice RE-20
Shure SM-7
Sennheiser MD 421
Sennheiser MD 409
Beyer M 260
Beyer M 88
AKG D 12E
AKG D 33OBT
AKG D 112
Sanken Cu 41

Neumann U 47
Neumann U 87
Neumann TLM170
AKG C414EB/p48
MG C414B-ULS
AKG 535 EB
AKG 460 B
MG The Tube

Table 2.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A
Beyer M500 $260.00
Sennheiser MD 421 $349.00
Neumann U87 $ 1,600.00
Sanken CU-41 $ 1,930.00
AKG The Tube $ 1,800.00
AKG C414EB/P48 $895.00
Neumann TLM170 $ 1,500.00

Neumann U 87
AKG The Tube
Tie
Beyer M500
Sennheiser MD 421
ElectroVoice RE-20 $544.00
Neumann TLM 170
Sanken CU-41

Neumann TLM 170
Neumann U87
AKG The Tube
Beyer M500
AKG C414EB/P48
Neumann U47 $ 1190.00
Sanken CU 41

Shure SM7—better on hard sell than soft
Sennheiser MD409—somewhat bassy, better on hard sell.

NOW THE U.S.A.
MAKES ABETTER
DIRECTORIVE TURNTABLE!

The 691 can now be optionally ordered to
measure two SCAs. There are many other
features . .. write or call for complete
information.

OEI CORPORATION

eGIE

One Airport Drive o Box D
Williamstown, NJ 08094
Phone 609-728-2020
Toll Free 800-334-9154

s-re um Ft
PROFESSIONAL

SERIES

After years of extensive research and testing, RUSSCO finally brings you a
Direct- Drive Turntable that beats the imports . . . the STELLAR Professional
RT700. Made of heavy aluminum, not plastic chassis materials. Speeds are
locked by crystal reference exactly at 33.3 and 45RPM and performance is
spectacular! Get Fast Starts (2" back cue at 33), Rumble less than - 50 dB
unweighted DIN A, - 70 dB DIN B, Wow & Flutter. . 035% or less, a
removable tone arm mounting plate and built-in 45 adapter! Best of all, a
single, easily replaceable, circuit board gets it back in operation quickly, if
you should ever need repairs. RUSSCO is sending the Japanese back to the
drawing boards while you move ahead with the STELLAR RT700!
Call or write today for the low introductory price.

ELECTRONICS INCORPORATED

5690 East Shields Avenue / Fresno, CA 93727 / Phone ( 209) 291 -5591
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Bucking Audio Establishment
by Fred Baumgartner
Part Iof IV
Englewood CO ... What started as series of questions about audio processing,
turned into arather long and radical analysis of where we are and where we are
going.
Iam going to start this under the
premise that it is always in good taste
among broadcast engineers to argue
about the nature of audio and its
processing.
First, audio processing does not exist
in avacuum, but rather as part of ahierarchy of needed functions.
Second, the building blocks we use to
assemble the audio chain represent
functions of the devices rather than functions to be accomplished.
Third, the standard industry processors have not been getting better year by
year so much as they have improved in
quantum leaps.
Fourth, it is no longer true that the
least number of processing units is best.
Let's begin with the goal, which is to
have the maximum number of listeners.
For the commercial stations, listeners
transform into revenue, for others, it becomes support.
To reach the goal we must satisfy a
hierarchy of needs (Figure 1).
The first item is programming. Most of
us find ourselves in one of two situations. Either our programming is unique
and broad-based enough to gain the desired audience, or we are one of the gang
fighting for our share with competition
that is only fractionally different.
We are all aware of stations that program to such alimited psychographic
(1): That asignificant part of the audience can be classified DX, or (2): If the
Frederick Baumgartner, assistant CE at
KWGN-TV and former CE of WIBA, Madison WI, is afrequent contributor to RW. He
can be reached at 303-740-2883.

FCC
Database
AM SERVICES
• Directory - Updated Week I
N
• Nighttime Allocations
• Detailed

Individual

Night

Limits
• Population Counting
• Skywave Contour Protection
Requirements
• Horizontal, Vertical, Conical
Radiation Patterns
• By mail or online 24- hr acc ess

dataworld
A Service of DW, Inc

P.O. Box 30730
4827 Rugby Avenue, Suite 200
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
(800) 368-5754 ( 301) 652-8822
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listener wants it bad enough he will do
most anything to get it.
The other extreme is the seven rock
stations going head to head in a50 station market. If you are alone in your programming, you have satisfied your
needs and need do little else. If you and
others have satisfied the first need, then
the battle is waged in the second level
of the hierarchy.
Conditions of coverage
The second level is coverage. One of
three conditions exist. All are indistinguishable, one has anoticable advantage
or there is no contest.
In the first condition, for the area of in-

terest, each station easily puts aworking
receiver into full quieting, full limiting,
100% copy or however you describe a
good solid hole in the dial.
In the case of anotable advantage, one
station requires more active searching
and tuning to listen to than does
another.
In the third condition, one station is
ahole on the dial and the other abump
in the noise ... no contest. The conditions are based on relative power, pattern, location, dial position and hours of
operation. If at this point no one has a
decided advantage, we move to the third
level.
The third level is loudness/fatigue. If

the first two needs are satisfied, the station that is the loudest will gain the most
audience. Inversely, the station with the
least fatiguing audio will get alarger audience and keep it longer.
The fourth level is audio color and
fidelity. Again, if the above are satisfied,
the battle is waged here.
There are a series of "local" factors
which have various degrees of influence.
Among these are loyalty (dial rusted on
one station), contests, promotions,
brushing the limits of bad taste, etc.
These are the exceptions that prove the
rules and are generally rather short term
influences on audience size.
(continued on page 15)

Pao AVDIO
GENERAL
REGIONAL OFFICE:
746 Cypress Lane • Carol Stream, IL 60188
(312) 231-7120
REGIONAL OFFICE:
1805 Kimberly Drive • Marietta, GA 30060
(404) 425-0630
HOME OFFICE
2480 S.E. 52nd Street • Ocala, FL32671
(904) 622-9058

/
Erman

named by
Inc. Magazine
as one of the
1985 Inc. 500.

IN FLORIDA CALL - (800) 342-0186

WE HAVE PRIDE AND CONFIDENCE IN
THE MANUFACTURERS WE REPRESENT

"New Lines"

Echo
Howe Audio
Gentner
Ramsa
Telos Ten
Abco
ADC Telecommunications
AKG
Alesis
Anchor Audio
Andrew
Ant Telecom
Aphex
Astrolite
ATI Audio Technologies
Audio Design Calrec
Audio Digital
Audio-Technica
Auratone
Autogram
AVL Systems
Belar
BES
Biamp
Bird
Bonneville
Broadcast Electronics
Cablewave
Canare Wire
Capitol Audiopac
Carver
CBS Pro Test Records
Celwave

Cetec Gauss
Cetec 'vie Instrumentation
Cetec Vega
Cipher Digital
Computemp
Comrex
Conex
Connectronics
CPS
Cramolin ( Caig Labs)
CRL
Crown
dbx
Discwasher
Dorrough
Edcor
Electro Impulse
Electro Voice
ESE
Eventide
Favag Clocks
Fidelipac
Fostex
Garner
Geneva
Gorman- Redlich
Haller
Harrison Systems

Henry Engineering
HME
Hnat Hindes
House of Music Enclosures
Inovonics
JBLUrei
Klark-Teknik
Koss
Lexicon
Littlite
LPB
Luxo
Ma Corn
Marantz
Mark Antenna Products
Marti
MCI Parts
Micro-Trak
Modulation Sciences
Mogami Wire & Cable
Motorola "AM Stereo MRL
M.W. Persons
Neotek
Neutrik
Nortronics
Numark
Omnimount

Orban
Potomac
Premier
QEI
QSC
QSI
Radio Systems
Rainwise
Ramko Research
R.B. Annis
Revox
Roland
Ruslang
Samson
Scala
Sennheiser
Sescom
Seth Thomas
Shure
Sims
SME
Sonar Radio
Sonrise
Sony Parts
Sony Broadcast Products
Soundcraft
Soundolier
Soundtracs

"MANY ITEMS IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY"
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SSAC
Stanton Magnetics
STL
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NOW
EVEN MORE POWER!

The best audio processing system
money can buy just got better! The
TEXAR Replacement Card Five ( RCF-1).
when used in conjunction with your
TEXAR AUDIO PRISM'STm and Orban
Optimod 8100*, delivers an additional 1.5
dB of perceived loudness. That's a lot in
today's competitive markets! In fact, the
RCF-1 has more clean power than
.anything else money can buy.
We designed the RCF-1 in response
to many telephone calls from AUDIO
PRISM users over the past 18 months.
While each call was unique, two recurring
questions emerged: 1)"Sometime ago,
we bought AUDIO PRISM'S to stand out
from the crowd, but the competition has
caught on and caught up. Today, they
have AUDIO PRISM'S too. What can we
do to re-establish our lead?" And
2)"What can we do to get more low-end
bass?"
Explo;-ing ways to further increase
the modulation power of the AUDIO
PRISM/Optimod combination, TEXAR
engineers determined that the limiting
factor was in the attack and release times
of the Optimod. This is not to criticize the
Optimod, awell designed and respected
unit, but it is to recognize that competitive
market situations require many broadcasters to use it in ways other than for

which it was originally designed. Intended
to operate on raw, unprocessed, console
output, its operation included agenerous
safety margin to accomodate operator inattention. Face it: not everyone runs
perfect levels.
The conservative design of the
Optimod prevented these indiscretions
from ever getting on the air. But today,
many broadcasters precede their Optimod with the digitally controlled AUDIO
PRISM. In these cases, the safety margin
is no longer necessary. What if you could
say to your Optimod, " I'll take care of the
ups and downs in average level; you
worry about making modulation?" That,
in very simplified terms describes the
operation of the RCF-1. ( Not surprisingly, the RCF-1 should not be used in a
barefoot Optimod, as there will be no
safety margin for an overdriven board.)
Making more low-end bass available
to users was a simple extension of the
RCF-1. The original card 5 had a predetermined, fixed amount of bass which
it would permit. Beyond that, it would
reduce the gain of the low frequency
stages. As you mixed in more lows on the
AUDIO PRISM'S, the Optimod would
simply take them right back out. Today,
the RCF-1 has a " BASS BOOST" control which allows the user to dial in all the

TEXFIR
TEXAR INCORPORATED
616 Beatty Road
Monroeville, PA 15146-1502
(412) 856-4276
(412) 85- MICRO

*Optimod 8100 is a registered trademark of Orban Associates, Inc. San Francisco, CA.
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low-end bass one could want.
Card 5is aplug in board, so installation of the RCF-1 takes less than 3
minutes. Adjustment takes less than one.
No readjustment of the AUDIO PRISM is
required.
To install the RCF-1, simply open the
front cover and access panels of the Optimod. Turn off the Optimod power switch
and pull out the original card 5. Slide the
RCF-1 in its place and turn the power
back on. Replace the access panel with
the new one provided and set the RCF-1
controls to the recommended settings.
That's all there is to it. No complicated
soldering. No complicated modifications
to circuit boards. No readjustment of
other controls in the system.
Best of all, this additional power
doesn't require giving up quality! The
RCF-1 is actually cleaner than the original
card 5 adjusted for the same loudness,
so you don't have to sacrifice quarter
hour maintenance for more cumes.
See what the power of the RCF-1 can
do for YOUR signal. Arrange for a demo
of the TEXAR AUDIO PRISM and RCF-1
today! Already own AUDIO PRISMs? You
can upgrade to the RCF-1 for only $425,
but act fast, because the price goes up
soon. Call you favorite distributor, or call
Barry Honel at (412) 85-MICRO.
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At Odds With Myths of Audio
(continued from page 13)
To sum it up, as an engineer you are
in one of three states.
1. Ahead of or even with and unable
to pass the competition,
2. Behind and able to improve or,
3. Unable to compete.
The only case worth discussing here
is the second. Although I intend to
speak of audio processing, allow me to
say that if the levels of the hierachy
above have not or cannot be satisfied you
have nothing to gain by aggressive audio
processing.
If the problem is programming, it
makes no sense to expend large amounts
of money and effort on audio. If the problem is coverage, it takes more sense to
fix that (if it can be) first.
If the first two levels cannot be met,
then the stations priorities must be survival ... narrowcasting, cost control and
the like.
Cases in point
It makes no sense for a station with
poor coverage or unpopular programming to pour money into an audio system in the hopes of competing with a
number of stations with decided
advantages.
One example is the not-quite-suburban station attempting to be "loud"
enough to get into the metro market. The
station with hopeless transmitters,
ground systems, short or failed FM antennas, cannot "fix" the problem by adding a magic audio box.
It makes no sense to have adecided
coverage advantage and excellent programming and then push up the loudness and increase the fatigue only to reduce time spent listening (TSL).
Audio processing does not live in a
vacuum. What is done here must reflect
where you are in terms of what is needed to get to the goal.
Obviously agood engineer has to be
aware of where he is on the hierarchy,
and how what needs to be done fits with
what resources are available.
The PD's role
Obviously we have stepped into the
land of the PD and or those who function in that capacity.
This is one of the gray areas of broadcast engineering. The PD must be part
of the audio decisions.
There is nothing wrong with giving
the PD atweaker, setting up the proper
listening environment, making him read
the processor books(especially the part
to the PD) and—with guidance— having
him have at it.
Again one of three things will happen.
First, you and the PD could reach agreement and gain mutual respect for each
other.
Second, you will help the PD arrive at
his desired sound.
Third, the PD will be convinced of his
ignorance and give the tweaker back. All
of these are adequate mutual
understandings.
But alas, there is a fourth possiblity:
you may go to war with each other.
After all this, Iam sure that you think
"of course processing does not exist in
a vacuum." In reality the concept is
rather universal.
Any number of folks speak of the ideal
"straight wire" and many processor
manufacturers speak of the one box that
does it all or the box that will make you

loudest, etc.
The group we call the "golden ears"
talk of atransparent system. The point
here is that these easy-to-swallow truths
are not truths, or even ideals, because
the goal is audience and we are constrained by our programing and
coverage.
If apair of back to back diodes and a
white noise generator could get us the
maximum audience, then that is truth.
The building blocks
The current and last generation ofprocessors are almost universally configured as an automatic gain control
Figure 1.
Hierarchy of station needs—A good job done on
higher order needs serves no purpose unless those
lower needs are satisfied. Conversely competition
forces more attention to higher order needs.
Audio
Color

Package

Loudness
Fatigue
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Delivery
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(AGC), compressor and limiter.
The mixing board goes in and atransmitter accepts the output. These are the
functions of the processing devices and
not the functions of processing. The functions of processing are input correction,
colorization, transmitter correction and
receiver/path correction.
If the building blocks do not represent
the desired functions, we may be asking
the wrong questions and making some
of the wrong decisions.
Asking "how much compression,
loudness, frequency response correction, etc.," are likely less appropriate
than asking "have Icorrected my input,
transmitter, receivers and colored (or uncolored) the sound to meet my goal?"
The topic of inappropriateness of the
tools to the task is rather broad and Iwill
skip on before Ireturn in detail.
Iam not saying that everything we are
doing or thinking is wrong, but that
there may be abetter method of thinking about audio.
Processing " leaps"
The third issue Ioutlined above has to
do with the quantum leaps in audio
processing. Isee three distinct "leaps."
The first level covers the devices from
about 1920 through the 1960s. These device.; were built first as self defense
... keeping a crooner from damaging
the transmitter.
The limiter kept the transmitter from
over modulation and the AGC covered
for the operators' limited ability to ride
gain.
The compressor comes later to fight off
noise levels and improve coverage. This
first generation gear is characterized by
noise, distortion and slowness. Ivisit a
lot of stations, and avery few still employ this generation of gear.
Some are in mint condition and used
on well-cared- for older transmitters in
auxiliary service ( which is very appropriate as an aggressive state of the art
processor will either damage an old
transmitter or the transmitter must be
run at very low modulation levels).
More often we find second generation
processors. These are normally built
around opamps and add little noise or

undesirable distortion.
They are faster and smarter with gates
and intelligent gain controls. Many are
virtually transparent until"asked" to
process. In major market terms the costs
are relatively small, in small markets
they are often a major expense item.
New generation
The third level of processors is only beginning to appear. This is the entirely
digital processor.
Many processors now use some digital
circuitry mostly in control lines and to
blink the front panel LEDs. To the best
of my knowledge the only true digital
processors are on work benches.
This is such acomplex topic that again
Imust save this for later. But Iwill cheat
and prematurely add two concepts here.
The first is that digital processors work
in the time domain more than the amplitude domain.
Second, the hard cold economic facts
are that the sum total of the world's
audio processing needs is very small and
thus the components and concepts used to design digital processors (as has
been the case with analog processors)
will be those adapted from other
purposes.
To return to the original premises, and
item four. A near universal truth is that
the least number of processing elements
is the best.
The proof is the station with $20,000
and two racks of processors that sounds
just awful. Clearly three things happen
with the addition of more processing
elements.

First the sum total of each boxes problems (mostly noise and distortion) adds.
Second, interactions between boxes
(one unit correcting what the last has
done or worse amplifying a fault upstream) increases.
Third, the margin of error increases
faster than the number of units. Odds
of nonharmonious operation and single
unit failure get rather high. The tools to
analyze what is going on get more complicated and difficult to use.
The adage "less is better" is certainly
true in the manner in which it is
intended.
Clearly the ground lost does not compare with that gained. The rule then
should be rewritten to say "each part of
the processing chain must be apart of
the overall good!'
This is acost-benefits analysis. In first
generation gear, the gear has such high
noise and distortion that each added device has aserious negative effect on the
overall sound.
Because the first generation processors
were "defensive any defense one could
live without resulted in aless distorted
and quiet product.
In this generation of gear, each device
is so clean and distortion free ( if operating properly, of quality heritage and not
processing heavily) that even very long
chains of equipment have good audio
characteristics that far exceed the ability
of the transmitter to carry.
It may be that the larger number of
processing elements can result in achieving the goal.
In the next three parts Iwill deal with
an overview of audio processing using
objectives rather than function blocks
("what are we doing?" rather than "what
do these do?").

STERLING
PERFOD MANCE

Rtleç
Turntable Preamp
Model TP-500
The all new Radix is everything you
would expect in a high performance
turntable preamp. Superb specifications
with quality component, and construction throughout permit Radix to claim
"Uncompromising Sterling Performance."
Mfg. list $ 289.95

CALL FOR BSW PRICE

15

Designed For Exceptional
RFI Immunity
•Distortion:
Less than .01% at full output
•Noise:
Better than 76 dB S/N unweighted
•Channel separation: 90 dB
•Output:
+20 dBM single ended .600 OHMS
+25 dBM balanced .600 OHMS
•Designed for stereo or dual mono
operation

1-800-426-8434
Broadcast Supply West • 7012 - 27th St. W. • Tacoma, WA 98466
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Auditronics announces
linear fader
console performance
at rotary knob prices.
Only one company has the technological knowhow and experience to give you big-board linear fader
console performance in an economical, easy-to- use
rotary knob configuration.
That company is Auditronics, arecognized
leader in linear fader broadcast consoles. And the product is our new Stationmaster 1000 Series. This family of
state-of-the-art broadcast consoles lets you upgrade
your station's performance without revising your equipment layout or blowing your budget.
Take our Stationmaster 1008, for example. It
packs more performance into ayard than you ever
thought possible.
Its performance begins with superior sonic
quality, and continues through advanced ergonomic
design with eye- level copyboard, plug-in circuit board
construction, illuminated push-button switching, all VCA
level controls, simple instant mono to stereo upgrade,
and more.
The Stationmaster 1008 is the 8-channel member of our family of rotary knob consoles offering from 6
to 12 mixing positions, and from 18 to 36 inputs.
Learn how the Stationmaster 1000 Series can
give you big board console performance at rotary knob
prices. Call Auditronics today, toll-free at 800-638-0977
for complete information, or circle reader service number.

aucJitronicf. inc.

3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis, TN 38118 • 901-362-1350
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Loop-Fed Answers Early Woes
by Floyd Hall
Crestline CA ... Did you know that
What with all the recent agitation and
promotion, and altruistic theorizing
about developing an AM antenna which
only radiated aground wave, sans high
angle skywave radiation; that we already
went through all this between 1930 and
1940? True!
In the early days of broadcasting, the
trend towards vertical radiators was for
1
/
2 to 5/8 wave antennas, (180-225°), since
even in those bygone days it was known
that the longer antennas radiated a
stronger ground wave.
The important thing is that these early broadcasters soon discovered that
these high vertical antennas produced
not only higher ground wave fields, but
also anasty minor lobe pointed at about
50° or 60° elevation.
When this high angle radiation
reached the ionosphere (the Heavyside
layer as it was known then), it was reflected back down to earth about 50 or
60 miles from the station, and proceeded
to cancel the ground wave!
Ihave known several of these situations, the most notable of which in California was KNX on 1070. Although
throughout the day they had anice 3-5

Old «
Timer
mVim signal in the Riverside-San Bernardino area—some 60 miles from the
station—by 1600 hours they began to
fade so badly they were largely
unreadable.
Now as the result of this phenomena,
the German broadcasters in 1930 started
to use a single vertical wire or metal
rope, hung in the axis of aself supporting wooden tower, with aheight on the
order of ahalf wave or better.
These antennas were a decided improvement over ametal tower radiator of
the same height, as to anti-fading characteristics described above. However, as I
am sure you recognize, these wooden
towers were impractical, with maintenance difficulties, and they sometimes
were burned down!
Now, around 1940 a Mr. Helmut

Bruekman, consultant at the Signal
Corps Engineering Laboratories in Fort
Monmouth, NJ, came up with an entirely new approach to the vertical radiator.
He wrote apaper and described his
new principle—he called it the "Loopfed Antenna." The first important use of
his antenna was one erected by the 100
kW station in Frankfurt am Main in 1946.
During 1947 Bruekman did some experimental work with his loop-fed antenna at WMAQ; and subsequently published awealth of data on its radiation
characteristics.
Space here doesn't permit any more
detailed description, but he claimed
much superior operation over the usual
base-fed vertical radiator, with virtual
elimination of fading at 50 to 100 miles
(McKinney please note)!
While we are on the subject of antennas, and hence towers, Iwant to talk
about asubject Ihave come up against
recently, and also over many, many,
years, and that is relamping and
maintenance.
Ihave seen numerous instances where
these functions have been performed by
a station engineer, and in acouple of
cases by announcers! This absolutely
horrifies me! Ihave said to a station
owner/manager, "Do you mean to tell
me you allow that kid to climb your
towers?"
Whereupon he replies, "Oh, it's OK,
he's signed awaiver!'
Oh me, oh my, and Holy Mackeral!
Such awaiver is not worth the paper it
is written on.
If this kid falls off the tower and is injured or killed; or he gets badly burned;
his wife, or his parents, or his uncle, or
whatever; can collect all the station is
worth, or more in asuit for damages! No
judge will admit in evidence awaiver
signed by the injured party.
Under no circumstances will Irecommend arigger or tower man to aclient,
unless he can show me acertificate of insurance of at least amillion dollars; P.L.

& P.D., and medical. If Isound abit positive about this, believe me Ihave seen
some disturbing examples.
In addition, I've seen several cases in
which astation has paid out substantial
damages to the parents of children who
were hurt, or burned, on atower which
was judged to be inadequately protected
from such activity: apoor fence which
could be easily climbed; or agate left unlocked; and no sign to warn of danger.
Another danger that exists, in alittle
different way, is the theft of ground
systems.

É

'Do you mean to
tell me you allow
that kid to climb
your towels?'
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Iknow of one station in California who
lost the entire ground system, about a
three-tower array, three different times
in aperiod of about two years. In spite
of the fact the entire property was chain
link fenced! They simply dug ahole under the fence!
The very best way to thwart these
thieves is to light up the area with acouple of 150 W weatherproof floodlights
about 20' up on each tower, connected
to the tower light wiring. They just don't
like to be seen in the light.
And by the way, when was the last
time you gave your tower(s) areally good
inspection? You should have acopy of
Part 17 of the Commission's Rules.
Now:
1. When has your tower(s) been
painted last? Is the color still good and
bright, and are there any rust spots
showing?
If your tower(s) had not been galvanized, and there is some rust showing
here and there, don't paint over them,
for they will continue to rust under the

paint. These spots must be wire brushed and primed with red lead oxide or
other rust preventive coating.
2. Check the base insulator and the
socket of the pivot. These are usually
cast iron and often crack. If you find a
cracked one, the tower will have to be
jacked up, and the socket replaced.
3. Now, with your binoculars look
carefully at the guy insulators. You may
find two or three broken. They will have
to be replaced and the guy retensioned.
As to guy tension, sight up the guy
and see how much sag there is. On a
200' tower, there should be about three
to four feet of sag in the top guy. This
sag acts as akind of spring, and lets the
tower move a little in the wind. Any
tighter, and the guy may snap in agood
strong, gusty, wind.
4. Take agood look at the guy anchors.
If the anchor rod is in dirt, dig down to
the concrete, then coat the rod with tar,
or roofing compound to arrest and prevent rust.
5. Sight up each leg of the tower to see
if it is plumb. If it isn?t, then the shear
and moment is displaced, and this calls
for arigger with atransit and adynamometer, to tension all the guys the
proper amount.
6. Last, but not least, find out if there
is any leakage between the tower light
wiring and the tower. Do this with an
AC voltmeter when you are shut down.
You would be surprised how often you
can measure 115 V between the tower
and ground.
Ihave had acouple of stiff jolts when
Igrabbed hold of abrand new tower!
This means, of course, that the hot lead
is shorted to the tower, and this usually
occurs in the beacon. Since the tower
isn't grounded, you probably won't find
it out until you get bit!
One final question. Is the tower light
wiring in conduit, or armoured cable? Or
is it just insulated pairs such as Romex
or the like? If the latter, you're in trouble,
and Iwill tell you why next time.

MAGICAL STEREO EFX.

Floyd Hall is aregular RW columnist and
an engineering consultant at Consulting
Radio Engineers, Crestline, CA. Call him at
714-338-3338.

FREE!

"99 Money Saving Ideas"
for your Small Market Radio
Station with a13 week
subscription to:

SMALL MARKET
RADIO
NEWSLETTER
Send $ 29.00 to:
297 19th St.
Otsego, Michigan 49078

Orban's 245F Stereo Synthesizer is an inexpensive, effective
means of creating compelling
pseudo-stereo from any mono
source—whether in production or on air.
Features include:
• Patented frequency-splitting, comb filter technique
that renders dramatic spatial enhancement from
any mono source
II Perfect summing to mono to avoid phase
cancellation problems
• Powerful production tool for use on cart machines,
announce mics, remote feeds, video/film chains, or
trac< expansion on multi-track tape machines
Orban Associates Inc. 645 Bryant St.,
San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 957-1067 Telex: 17-1480
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Production flics Are Compared
(continued from page 12)
of me.
The evening of the session Imet Steve,
Betsy, Jay, and Beth Schnably (our female voice talent) at Spicer. Two pieces of
copy were used; one soft sell and one
hard sell.
We experimented with each mic to
find its "hot spot" External wind screens
or pop filters were used on all but the
RE-20. No EQ or processing was used.
Mics with EQ positions were left in the
flat position. The 421 Sennheiser was
recorded in the M position. Table 1
shows the list of mics we compared.
The entire collection took over three
hours to record. During the recording,
both Betsy and Jay commented that hearing aplayback of the tape through the
monitoring systems at their own studios
would be helpful.
They felt their lack of familiarity with
the acoustics in Spicer's studio would alter their reactions. Within two weeks, I
found holes in their incredibly busy
schedules to conduct each playback
session.
During the comparison, Iasked each
engineer to make notes and rate each
mic on a scale of one to ten.
At the end of each listening session,
we added up the points, compared the
comments and chose the top seven mics.
The results are in Table 2. At the bottom
of Table 2are mics which rated well but

didn't make the top seven.
While it suprised me that five mics of
the seven appeared on all three lists,
what suprised me most was the cost
range—$260 to $1930!! You can buy seven
Beyer M500's for the price of one Sanken
CU-41, and still have change left for cable
and connectors.
We were, of course, using the mics for
one specific application: the recording of

when worked closely. Both sounded
much better when worked from a distance of 4'' to 6".
If you have mic eaters doing ascreaming CHR format, you'll have to restrain
and retrain your airstaff to get the best
from these mics.
The Beyer M500, which drew positive
comments like "crisp" and "bright" surprised us. It was substantially brighter

É
If you're considering adding mic processing
to your present audio chain, fist think
about the mics you are now using.
the human voice. Attempts to compare
these mics for other applications would,
no doubt, yield substantially different
results.
The tube from AKG, it should be mentioned, comes with suspension mount,
windscreen, power supply/remote control with bass rolloff, and 30' of connecting cable. This is included in its $1,800
list price, along with an extremely sturdy flight case.
We closely compared the two AKG
C414's, and found we preferred the EB/
P48 to the B-ULS for very close mic
work. Both mics exhibit abass increase

TRY
RADIO SYSTEMS'
NEW FURNITURE
FACTORY!

59

than the SM-7 or RE-20, similar to the
MD-421, but with abit more bottom.
Its almost 8dB rise from 1kHz to 10
kHz provides alot of cutting power. If
you have anyone on your staff with asibilance problem, make sure you hear
them on it before you put your money
down.
Jerry Graham of Gotham, distributors
for Neumann, had afew thoughts on the
fragility of condenser mics. According to
him, the biggest liability (if that's what
you want to call it) of the U87 and U87A,
is that they must be returned periodically so that the capsule can be cleaned.
In these mics there is acharge on the
capsule which attracts the various flora,
fauna and fluids that are projected from
the mouth of the person speaking into
the mic. Incidentally, the U87A has about
a10 dB higher output than the previous
model, and abit less self-noise.
The TLM 170, like its predecessor the
U89, does not have acharge on its capsule, thus the collection of contaminating
effluvia is greatly reduced.
In speaking of equipment with Phil
Wells of KLZZ in San Diego, we kicked
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around the old chestnut concept that
condenser mics shouldn't be used because, when broken, they are too expensive to fix or replace.
If this is your concern, consider an
"equipment abuse" form to be read and
signed by new staff. Recognize that accidents happen. Recognize aresponsibility to inform new staff about the proper
handling of new equipment. Also make
it understood that abuse will not be
tolerated.
Those stations who are "running lean"
will continue to hire these people. They
will also continue to operate as cheaply
as possible, and will put short term goals
ahead of medium and long term goals.
Most of us got our start at stations like
this. While it is important that we remember and use the positive parts of
these early experiences, it is equally important that we recognize that quality
and performance (while often intangible
except for price tag) are what distinguish
us from the rest of the pack.
If you're considering adding mic processing to your present audio chain, first
think about the mics you are now using.
Plugging an OK mic into anew super
processor may end up costing much
more than buying a couple of super
mics, and using very little processing.
The chain is only as strong as its weakest
link.
If you're interested in trying some new
mics, call your broadcast supplier to see
if you can get any "loaners" or if their
return policy will allow you to get what
you need. Incidentally, the next question
you should ask them after they tell you
the list price is, "What's my price?"
By the way, John Weber of KTVQ in
Billings, MT has agreat way to keep the
EQ on a Sennheiser 421 from being
changed. Give him acall if you're having problems. Gary Peterson at KGGG
in Rapid City solved the problem by using a piece of 1" heat shrink tubing
shrunk around the EQ ring.
Thanks for the tips. Keep those cards
and letters coming. Ihope you can make
it to Dallas this March.
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H Iton Head Is . SC 29928
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Managers Need To Be Leaders
(continued from page 10)
warded for their accomplishments, but
the team as awhole can develop and receive recognition for their collective
performance.
This not only generates apattern of individual aggressiveness, but it also
creates apeer-pressure situation where
the group itself motivates the individuals, because no one wants to be the
guy who let the team down.
One of the marks of leadership, especially in middle management, is to both
challenge and reward subordinates.
Challenges are very important components in the machinery of leadership.
Great leaders seem to get more out of
their troops than average managers, because they expect more out of them.
They give each employee as much responsiblity and opportunity as they can
handle. It hones and sharpens their
skills, and it allows the exceptional performers to shine. This is being aleader.
The rewards, although tremendously
important, are usually less in the control
of the middle-management leader. It
may take an Act of Congress to get one
of your employees amerit raise, especially if you have aunion contract to contend with.
My advice is to go to Congress. But only do it for the really exceptional
performers.
Other rewards you can offer are job
titles, assistant leadership positions, opportunities beyond and outside of the
normal sphere of departmental activities,
and any educational or informational opportunities that come along, such as
seminars and conventions.
The key to effective leadership is really the key to success in any interpersonal
activity. Quality communications. Communication must be free and open, and
it must flow both up and down the chain
of command.
That means that the leader must be as
willing to take the positions of his subordinates to upper management as he is
to push the mandates of upper managment down on his people.
One of the toughest challenges to the
leader trying to implement open and
clear communication is that of cutting
through the sludge to get at the real facts.
Everyone tries to color what they report,
in awork situation, in order to put themselves in agood light.
The leader must instill the concept that
criticism will be accepted—without retribution. And that the only facts that are
acceptable are real facts, because they are
the only ones that can lead to real
solutions.
Also, office politicking cannot be accepted. That is to say the getting together
and working out our "story," so that
we're all saying the "right" thing.
It should not be tolerated for managers
to put pressure on subordinates to alter
to the truth to protect the boss, the department or his own hide. If there is a
problem, it must be accurately communicated, not frosted over.
The truest test of aleader, in the final
analysis, is what he or she gets out of
SESCOM, INC.
'the audio source'
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subordinates; both in terms of performance and loyalty.
A real leader hires the right people,
then salvages those people rather than
firing them when things occasionally go
sour. A leader fires people who cannot
function as effective team members,
without dragging his feet.
The subordinates of areal leader know
what he expects of them, but they also
know how much he appreciates their
performance.
The backbone of the leader is self-confidence. Without it leadership is impossible. With too much of it leadership is also
impossible. The test of self-confidence is
admitting when you're wrong and setting out to correct the situation rather

than hiding it.
Another facet of the true leader is the
ability to differentiate between leading
and commanding. The commander
gives orders with the threat that failure
will result in decapitation for those responsible. This command by fear lacks
several elements of true leadership.
The leader can get the same amount
of emotional commitment from his people, but it comes more from their not
wanting to let him or the other team
members down, rather than from just
trying frenetically to save their own skin.
Finally, integrity and character round
out the description of a true leader.
Without integrity no one will follow you.
If you can't be trusted, you can't be

aleader.
Character is the ability to follow
through on agood commitment, long
after the emotions which caused you to
make it have dissolved.
Your character will be obvious to those
over whom you have authority—and to
those who have authority over you. It is
controlled by the force of your will, and
if you can develop any part of your person—develop astrong character.
So, you can see that what makes a
good leader are not only things that
come bundled in you when you're born,
but there are many components that you
pick up or develop along the way.
As Harold Caneen would say, "Leadership, like life, can only be learned as
you go along."
Set your sights now, not just to be a
boss, but to be aleader. Bosses are rhinestones. Leaders are diamonds.

Docket 80-90 scramble? FM equipment replacement?
Harris has got you covered.
Whether you're rushing to meet
the March 1, 1987 Docket 80-90
deadline or planning asimple
equipment replacement, Harris is
ready to meet your needs:
First, Harris gives you the
widest selection of top-of-the-line
high power FM transmitters.
Choose the 20 kW, 25 kW, or new

35 kW PowerStarrm model or a
combined transmitter for Harris
reliability and the superior audio
performance you want.
Second, Harris has acomplete
selection of the industry's best FM
antennas—standard setting models
like SkyGainrm and SignalStarr.'''
Third, the Harris professional

staff is ready to lend its expertise
that will help to make your project
asuccess.
When it comes to FM, we've got
you covered.
Contact Harris Corporation,
Broadcast Division, P.O. Box 4290,
Quincy, IL 62305-4290,
217/222-8200.
()Copyright by RAND McNALLY & COMPANY, R L 86-S-91

FOR YOUR INFORMATION,
OUR NAME IS

HARRIS
3B Ft...Reels
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Contract Engineering
by Mark Durenberger
Minneapolis MN ... Are you one of a
growing number of engineers asking just
how you fit into the long-term picture of
the new broadcasting era?
Or are you content with your job, satisfied with your role in your station's performance and comfortable with the
growth scenario? Take amoment to ponder some questions.
If growth in your job is important to
you, are you satisfied with the opportunities ahead, or are you casting about
Mark Durenberger is asenior RW columnist and an independent consulting engineer.
He can be reached at 612-822-0041.

New Era of Station Engineer
to see how you'll be able to improve your
lot in this new era of cost-efficient
broadcasting?
Small AM stations are dropping like
flies. More and more are simply going
"dark." AM stereo is not proving the
everlovin' salvation its ardent proponents have long proclaimed.
Meanwhile, new class A FM assignments are spotted all over the country in
towns as small as 1,000, hardly likely to
support the cost of delivering still
another radio signal to an over-crowded
band. (Within reach of my radio three

AM's and an FM are dark right now in
a marketplace with decent dollars.)
Today's major market is shaking down
into what's likely to be the long-term
positioning of its radio leaders: adominant AM, the rest of the the major portion of the pie split equally among seven
to ten FM or AM/FM combo leaders; the
remaining few percent of the listeners
spread among the other 25 stations.
Small and medium-market broadcasters are watching their station-owner
friends go to the bank with hat in hand.
It's atough world out there. The only

Comtech's 18 Meter has the Extra
Performance Margin Needed for
Crystal-Clear Audio Reception.

Why Settle for Less?
Major network affiliates all
over the country are specifying Comtech's 3.8 Meter
Antenna. The reason is
simple: No other antenna in
its size category can deliver
a gain of 42.9 db at 4 GHz.
This increased performance
margin means outstanding
audio reception on SCPC
sub-carrier signals, and digital even in low EIRP areas.
Comtech's leadership in
satellite antenna design is no
accident. They pioneered
the exclusive 3- piece
"splice-strap" parabolic
reflector with a superior sur-

face tolerance unequalled
by mesh or other home-type
antennas. The result is higher
efficiency, optimum sidelobe performance and
increased gain. This is the
extra margin of performance that only a Comtech
Antenna can provide. That's
why literally hundreds of
Comtech 3.8 Meter Antennas are operating today at
radio stations throughout
the U.S.
So why settle for marginal
performance when you can
have a performance margin
today and in tomorrow's 2'
spacing environment.

Allied Broadcast Equipment
distributes Comtech
Antenna systems to the
radio industry nationwide.
Call today for more
information.

317-962-8596

ALLIED

Broadcast Equipment
635 South E. Street
PO. Box 1487
Richmond, IN 47374

Comtech Antenna Corp.-Taking the lead in Satellite Antenna Systems

real station growth is that demanded by
consolidation of facilities for efficiency's
sake and by the FM upgrading opportunities of 84-231 and 86-144.
The modern station manager is learning to survive in the new era.
He's computer-literate; understands
the efficiencies of sharing a Contract
Chief with others in the area; can interpret those remaining FCC rules and procedures which affect his daily operation,
and hires aconsultant for the rest (often
asking for bids); exchanges survival
ideas with his peers; and is no longer
afraid of engineering.
As acitizen-consumer in the high-tech
era, he knows the high- technology he
can buy in blister-packs is supported not
by arepair depot, but by direct replacement, since it's usually cheaper to replace than repair.
He thinks he can treat his radio station
in the same manner, so in his zero-based
budgeting approach to engineering he
believes it's usually cheaper to simply
"plug in anew card" than pay to troubleshoot the old.
He's supported by the equipment
manufacturers who ( wisely, for their
own survival,) offer "remote maintenance" ports and instant telephone support at a "plug-in-replacement" test level
that a secretary can often understand.
A bleak picture?
As a radio station Chief Engineer,
where do you fit into this picture? Does
your management understand that this
approach makes it hard to attract dedicated engineering talent?
It'd be tough for you as acreative and
dedicated engineer to really get involved if your boss's view of your job is that
it's a "necessary evil."
If you're acynic, you may see yourself
as just afunction-block between the program and the cash register.
The dedicated engineer retains pride
in his or her station, but unless your job
provides some growth potential, perhaps expansion to support of other station operations, the job of Chief Engineer as we know it today may not have
much of a future.
Still, the short-term picture still looks
pretty good, at least at operations which
are making adecent buck. There's alot
of work at the stations still on the way
up, or repositioning themselves with
new formats and new facilities.
It's great to design and move studios
.. particularly when today those
moves are fewer and farther between,
and proper long-term planning is much
more important ... but even new studio
wiring can now be done on a "plug-in"
basis.
The thrill of selecting, ordering and installing anew transmitter is dissipated
by the time it's on the air and working
properly. The fun and challenge of building your first tall tower is absent the
second time around. Then what?
•

Radio Station <AIR JOY Inc
Tucson Arizona
38 Meter Antenna Installation

Circle Reader Service 5on Page 22

"Rookie or Veteran?"
Where do you go from where you are?
If you're fairly new at broadcast engineering, you're on alearning curve and
you'll be spending the indefinite future
in that mode.
(continued on next page)
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Contract Engineering
•

•
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Essentials For Survivin

(continued from previous page)
One thing to concern yourself with
... something we didn't have to worry
about just afew years back ... is longterm positioning.
Set those long-term goals as soon as
you can, but don't count too much on
long-term security as aChief Engineer
unless you see yourself in a role expanded way beyond what you're doing
now.
Where do you fit in as a "rookie" at a
station with alarge engineering staff?
My advice: learn all you can from the
good engineers on the staff, but never
be afraid to display your ambition and
interest.
When Iscored my first "big-time position" it was at aPowerhouse AM with
aunion staff of 14. I'll never forget the
first time Iheard a "fellow engineer" respond to some extra effort Imade, by
saying "what are you trying to do, make
the rest of us look bad?"
Where do you fit in if you're aChief
at age 35 with 15-20 years experience?
Have you been able to expand the base
of your contribution to station operations?
Are you now also Facilities Manager,
Telecommunications Manager, Computer Guru and perhaps even involved
in sales? If so, the future at aprogressive
station can be bright indeed.
Do you work for a dynamic radio
group? Perhaps your ambitions are to be
Group Chief. Expect to spend more time
in the field supporting your stations than
you will in Corporate Management and
long-term planning roles.
The trend today is toward decentralization of engineering management. The
prospect most attractive to a manager
hunting aChief is athoroughly experienced engineer conversant with all aspects of a station's operation, who can
communicate effectively with manage-

FM Antennas
FCC Directionals
Multistations
Rigid Transmission Line
Pattern Studies
Combiners

ShivelyL abs
I
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Bridgton, ME 04009
(207) 647-3327
TVVX-710-223-8910 SHIVELY BRGT
call or write for more information
( lack. Re.«ier `-, er( ice 24 on l'aeze 22

ment, looks good in a suit, but knows
when to take it off and get his hands
dirty.
We've spent a lot of bull sessions at
Madison and elsewhere trying to figure
out why the allied electronics industries
snap up all the new engineering talent.
Each year, fewer "new" bodies join the
broadcast engineering fraternity, while
fewer still make it past the first cut where
they were hired as the part-time "third
body" but somehow seem to get thrown
out on the street the minute the major
rebuild project is complete.

As an industry-watcher, that problem
bothers me only slightly less than the
concern about the future of alot of really fine engineers who, because they
never had to do much long-term career
contemplation, either find themselves
suddenly on the street or, worse, start
compromising in order to hold on to
their positions.
Don't let that happen to you.
Carl Sagan says "the first step is to ask
the right questions." Ask the hard questions. Don't be afraid of the answers and
of what inevitable change will bring.

The bottom line is that if you like your
job and the station, you ought to seriously evaluate all the long-term possibilities
of your position, including professional
growth and salary structure to make sure
you're going in the right direction.
It must be aterrible feeling for aguy
who's spent 20 years working for acompany to be told he's not needed any
more, or to be offered an early retirement
package at atime when he feels he has
the most to contribute.
If my comments and questions have
caused you to think alittle about your
own future, then we can consider this
column worthwhile. If you disagree, or
have more to add, please call or drop a
note.

DWG»
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Selected from the many new product releases which cross our desk each month

RF coaxial load resistor
Altronic Research Inc.'s
new Omegaline model 6725
RF coaxial load resistor is an
air cooled termination for
50-ohm coaxial transmission
line systems up to 25,000 W.
When connected, protection of equipment and personnel is achieved by the use
of a thermal sensor which
detects the application of RF
power and automatically activates the airflow system
even if the blower switch is
in the "Off" position.
An over-temperature sensor is connected to an interlock switch to guard
against excessive power or
inadequate airflow.
For more information, call
Tim Roper at 501-449-4093,
or circle Reader Service 93.

Digital processor
Audio Digital Inc.'s ADD-3Digital Processor
features one input and three outputs with 490
ms delay. An alphanumeric LED display on the
front panel displays channel, delay time and
menu prompting.
Delay time is stepable in 15 µsec increments
to 10 ms, then 1 ms increments to the maximum. A security code must be entered to alter
delay settings.
Input and output trim pots are recessed in the
front panel and can be internally bypassed to
unity gain. There are XLR connectors for the input and outputs. The unit occupies only one
standard rack space.
For more information, call Audio Digital at
503-687-8412, or circle Reader Service 53.

Voice processor with mic preamp
Symetrix's new 528 Voice Processor includes
the control functions needed for microphone
signal processing: mic preamp, compressor/
limiter, downward expander, parametric equalizer and de-esser. Phantom powering is provided for condenser mics.
LED metering indicates interactive dynamics
processor gain reduction, de-esser activity and
output level.
Levels are kept in check by the compressor/limiter, which responds quickly to transients and gently to normal speech level
changes.
The downward expander prevents pumping,
reduces noise from cart machine solenoids and
paper rattling, and maintains the best possible
SNR, according to the company.
For more information, call Lavina Speer at
206-282-2555, or circle Reader Service 72.

=E

Sound enhancement process
Barcus-Berry Electronics, Inc.'s sound enhancement process can provide Class A and
Class Bradio stations with the clearer, more distinct sound of abigger station, according to the
company.

Remote control system
TFT Inc. has introduced anew generation of
remote control systems, the 8610 series. The sys tem is an outgrowth of its 7610 series.
Several enhancements were made, including
status indicators on the principal terminal units.
The 8610 is expandable to atotal of 112 channels.
The 8610 series is easily operated by nontechnical personnel, and is easy to install, according to the company.
Existing 7610 installations can be updated and
expanded using the new add-on chassis from
the 8610 series. List price of the 8610 system
with 10 channels each of raise, lower, telemetry
and status is $3800.
For more information, call Jesse Maxenchs at
408-727-7272, or circle Reader Service 61.

Cart machine
Broadcast Electronic's new 5400C Tape Cartridge Machine features a new Phase Lok V
head assembly, as well as anew cartridge guidance system.
All its specifications meet or exceed the 1975
NAB standards. The stereo SNR exceeds 56 dB.
For more information, call Tim Bealor at 217224-9600, or circle Reader Service 81.

The Barcus-Berry Electronics' process is a
multi-band, program controlled audio signal
processor which generally improves the overall
sonic clarity of reproduced sound.
It works by retiming the alignment of the
sound envelope, and allows the high frequencies to be more audible. It was originally designed to overcome deficiencies such as masking and phase shift in speakers.
The BBE signal processor is totally compatible with all existing broadcast equipment.
The net price for the BBE signal processor is
$499.
For more information, call John McLaren at
714-897-6766, or circle Reader Service 67.
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Automation Equipment

Stations Automating CDs
by Marlene Petska Lane
Falls Church VA ... Broadcast use of
compact disks in automation systems is
fast becoming reality as the cueing problem posed by commercial CDs is being
resolved. But it appears there has been
no "right" way to address the problem;
manufacturers have taken several
approaches.
No CD cues
Perhaps the most serious problem that
prevented broadcasters from immediately automating CDs was the lack of standard trip tones or cue pulses. The
amount of time between the beginning
of atrack and the actual start of the audio
varies with each CD's producer. And,
there is no end tone on cuts to signal to
an automation system that the end of a
song has been reached.
"I just didn't dream that when they
came up with CDs that they wouldn't
come up with astandard end tone said
Robert Dix, President of Shafer World
Communications.
Dix said his company was the first to
start interfacing CDs to automation systems "about three NABs ago." But the
Shafer system, as well as other systems,
was held up by the CD cueing problem.
Standard not likely
Although forcing the recording industry to adopt acue standard remains appealing to both automation manufacturers and broadcasters, it appears unlikely
that that will happen.
"Radio is such a small part of the

whole that you'd have ahard time convincing recording companies that they
should do the extra encoding work;' said
Thomas Ransom, director of broadcast
sales and marketing for IGM Communications.

Overview
In light of the gloomy outlook for standardization, the industry is finding other
ways to cope with the problem.
Syndication
Customized CD libraries are aworkable alternative. Companies such as
Digital Programming Inc. have taken on
the mammoth task of recording customized libraries and formats on CD with
their own special cue tones.
Music syndicators have already completed production libraries on CD, and
are moving into music formats as well.
Many of them should be in evidence at
this year's NAB convention.
"The biggest problem in the past (with
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by James C. Woodworth, Pres.
Control Technology, Inc.
Ft. Lauderdale FL ... When I was
asked to write this article on the history
of automation, Isuddenly felt old. Me
write history? Well, history it is and I'm
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A software approach
Ron Schiller and Associates has explored another avenue in search of a
solution, namely, using software to cue
and control CDs. Schiller's CD Filer system controls CD players via an IBM
PC/XT or compatible, and cue information, including crossfades, and pre- set
fades can be programmed into aseparate
database created by the user.
The database permits a machine to

select specific cuts on aCD. It can also
be set up to give the on-air talent information about acut.
The software can catalog, sort and
manage 2000 CDs, and allows an entire
show to be preprogrammed.
IGM Corporation's Ransom favors the
use of external controllers, and predicts
software such as Schiller's will be more
successful than other cueing solutions
because the cue "is not locked in there
forever, regardless of format."
Cueing to audio
But Allied Broadcast Equipment and
SMC have taken another approach to the
problem. Their Audiometrics Multiplay
CD system bypasses the need for cue
tones with its ability to cue to audio.
The system actually "reads" the audio
to cue to the start of asong. And, it can
tell the programmer how many minutes
and seconds into acut he leads.
The Audiometrics may be controlled
by Allied's model XTC, which allows a
user to gang two multiplays together; by
SMC's CDP programmer unit, which
(continued on page 28)

Reminiscing About Automation
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regard to CD libraries) has been one of
supply. We as an industry can no longer
use that as an excuse. Most formats are
available in abundance," said Dave
Burns, national sales manager for /died
Broadcast Equipment.
As stations start using more CDs and
start taking advantage of what syndicators have to offer, it should help CD
automation gain a foothold.
Dave Evers, sales manager of automation products for Broadcast Electronics,
believes the syndicators "will be the key
to CD automation."
But there are others in the industry
who offer a different point of view.
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proud to have been a part of it along
with acadre of other dedicated people.
Ironically, automation was around before the first cart machine was introduced at NAB in 1959. You've got to remember that back then, FM stood for
"Fatal Mistake" instead of "Fine Money"
as it does today.
Those broadcasters that were brave
enough to put an FM on the air needed
acheap source of programming to hold
the license. You couldn't sell it and nobody listened to it!
Iguess you would have to say that
Paul Schafer was the father of automation. A dapper young guy from California with acrew cut and abow tie, he
came up with amarvelous device called
the "CUE DOT."
The heart of this rig was an Ampex 350
hooked to two Seeburg Jukeboxes. Schafer recorded the spots sequentially on
the Ampex. After every spot cluster, he
would apply adab of silver paint or foil
on the tape.
In operation, every time the "CUE
DOT" would pass over asensor, it would
cause the Seeburgs to clatter into action.
Pursuing other ideas
Meanwhile, two guys from the Midwest, like Henry Ford, thought they had
a "better idea." Elmo Franklin and Jack
Jenkins formed acompany called Automatic Tape Control and built atube-type
sequencer, model SCG-9. A year later
Alt and Spotmaster were to give the industry the first cart machines.
While all this was going on, the late
Rogan Joneses, senior and junior, were
hard at work up in Bellingham, WA,

building the IGM 300 "Simplimation"
and amassing a formidable library of
pre-recorded programming. Gates
jumped in, too, with the Night Watch.
Like Schafer, he used Seeburg
Jukeboxes.
In the early 1960s, playing the music
was no problem. The venerable Scully
270 with its 14" reels handled it very
nicely.
Carousel invented
Still, nobody could come up with an
economical way to play the spots. Well,
Bill Moulic solved that problem. Under
the trade name of MaCarta, the infamous Carousel was born, setting off
what was to become the industry's
15-year love-hate relationship with that
beast.
Paul Schafer, however, had been very
busy out in Chatsworth, CA. He'd
thrown away the cans of silver paint
from the "CUE DOT" days and come up
with the Schafer "Spotter."
This machine was truly a marvel to
watch in operation. Again, it was centered around an Ampex. But this time
it had aspecial spotter tape which had
3" of oxide cleaned off every 70 seconds,
thus creating "windows" for aphotocell.
The spot locations were programmed
from an entire rack containing 200 rotary
(continued on page 29)

NOTE: Part 3of "Cart System
Still Not Perfected" will appear in next month's Buyers
Guide.
—Ed.
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Audiometrics Player
A Real Jewel Box
by Tom H. Jones, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

KNXR
Rochester MN ... Back in the late
1950s, the RCA broadcast catalog displayed arather revolutionary and unique
piece of equipment. It was billed as an
automatic turntable.
Iwas astudent in those days and did
my share of hanging around the local
radio station. One day, the new RCA device showed up at the station.
The old RCA system
There it was, a large, control-less,
floor-standing cabinet painted the usual
RCA umber gray. A multi-conductor ca-
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ble exited the cabinet and acontrol box
was attached to the other end. The box
had about adozen numbered pushbuttons on its face.
Inside the large metal cabinet was a
Seeburg jukebox mechanism containing
one hundred 45 RPM records. You can
well imagine everything this unit was
supposed to do!
Suffice to say, it didn't cue up very
well, it was rather undependable and it
made for lots of unpredictable dead air.

Now, it's more than 25 years later and
we've come full circle! I'm a station
owner-operator now and in our on-air
control room is an Audiometrics
AMCDS-1000A automatic CD player.
Technological leap
It stores ahundred compaCt discs and
automatically cues up the disc and cut
you select. The main difference between
it and the old RCA unit is that the
Audiometrics player works dependably
well and sounds great, too.
The machine is manufactured in Japan
by Denon and is marketed by Allied
Broadcast Equipment. At first glance, the
black cabinet looks like a microwave
oven. It measures 22" x17" x16" and
weighs about 80 lbs. A smoked plexiglas
door on its front allows you to load CDs
in a carousel and see the mechanism
operate.
Two tiny spotlights illuminate the
carousel-player compartment. Once the
carousel is loaded, it looks like one of the
wheels on NASA's moon rover!
A group of large push buttons and a
/ "LED display on the unit's front face
4
3
gives you complete control and knowledge of which disc and cut is being or
will be played. A second LED display indicates time remaining for the cut which
is on the air.
The player sounds very clean, smooth

THE SL-P1200 IS HERE...
...And Bradley Delivers!

o-

* TeCittliCS most advanced technology

* Twin ( lass AA circuitry for superb sound
* Search dial cueing and auto-cue
* Precision -± 8% pitch control
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On-air control room, KNXR, Rochester, MN ( Audiometrics AMCDS-1000A automatic compact
disc player positioned at end of turntable return next to Technics SP- 10 turntable).

and musical. Using aDenon test CD, frequency response was ruler flat from 20
to 20,000 Hz. There is obviously only one
D-to-A converter because Imeasured an
approximate 12 µsec delay between
channels at 20 kHz.
Cueing up
The unit can be operated manually
from the front panel controls. Ten cuts
can be programmed into memory. Once
acut has been aired, the machine puts
the disc back in the carousel, then selects
and cues the next disc and cut, then
waits for you to put it t:m the air.
Itimed the shortest cue-up from one
cut to another on the same CD at about
seven seconds, while the longest time to
end one song and cue up another from
aCD on the opposite side of the carousel
was 27 seconds.
Yes, the player does cue up to the music and the cues are tight! In fact, if your
console input module has afew microseconds of built-in on-air delay, you'll
have to remove the delay, the cues are
that tight.
Rarely, aCD may not cue up properly. We've found two out of several hundred. The problem was misplacement of
the cut number coding on the CD by the
manufacturer. The player cues first to the
cut number, then to the beginning audio.
You can faintly hear the laser pickup servo searching and gathering data as it
cues up—like ahard disk on apersonal
computer.
Computer connection
One of the most valuable features is
the RS-232 port which opens up aworld
of possibilities. You can connect a personal computer and, wah simple hex
commands, do anything the manual
controls can do.
The player also transmits complete information back to the computer on the
status of its operation. Can you visualize
an unattended overnight operation with
two Audiometrics players and an announcer's voice track on a reel-to-reel
machine, all controlled by a personal
computer?
The player is ready to go on the air immediately- after you unpack it. There is
amulti- pin connector on the rear so you
can remote start the player from the logic
connector on your console.

The only fault Ifound is that the multipin connector does not provide acontact
closure to turn off your console's input
module when it finishes playing aselection. It does, however, provide this function when operating from the RS-232
port
Longer CD life
We started building our CD library in
May, 1983 and had been using amanual
pro CD player. With time, Ibegan to notice significant scuffing and scratches accumulating on our expensive CD
collection.
Repeated handling— in and out of
jewel boxes and players—in abusy control room was starting to take its toll. A
few cuts wouldn't track anymore. It was
at this point that the Audiometrics player
entered the scene.
Economies, other than preserving the
life of acompact disc, emerged as we began to use the Audiometrics. Human
handling of CDs is reduced to once every
couple of weeks when the CDs are rotated in and out of the machine. Storage
racks are not required in the control
room anymore. Jewel box breakage has
been eliminated.
The CDs are under lock and key inside
the player. Our board operators know
only about the cuts which have been approved for air- play. With our format
(adults 35+) we average about 10 usable
cuts per CD or 1,000 usable cuts contained at any one time in the Audiometrics player.
Our operators pre-program 9cuts in
the machine's memory at the beginning
of an hour; they simply press the "on"
button on the console and cued- up music is on the air. The machine does all of
the disc handling and cueing, thus freeing the operator for other tasks.
Screening and auditioning new musk
is not limited to the production room
turntable as with conventional records.
With the variety of portable CD players
(we use the Sony D-55) 'ou can audition
new CDs for airplay anywhere— at
home, in your car, while relaxing! Iauditioned 75 new CD albums while on
vacation!
The most important point, though, is
that it is more cost effective to play aCD
directly on the air than it is to dub the
(continued on page 29)
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FS-12A Eliminates Goliath Woes
by John Bisset, CE
WC:PT-AM
Washington DC ... A week after the installation of our "basic" automation system, the GM, Traffic Director, and Isat
in ameeting searching for asolution as
to why the automation wasn't working.
Someone said, "I've never heard of an
automation system that worked. Why is
it that when you talk to others about automation, all you hear are horror stories?"
One would almost believe that the
words "automation" and "trouble" were
synonymous.
A simple system
It seemed that Don Winget felt that
way, too. And, as abroadcast engineer,
he felt there had to be a simpler way.
This was the major thrust behind the development of the FS-12A Format Sentry
from Sentry Systems of Seattle, WA.
And simple it is. For starters, you don't
have to have a degree in computer
science to program it, or even understand the terminology. All commands
are in user-friendly English.
This may not be aconcern for the CE,
but when you introduce this newest

member of your staff to the secretary or
ajock, watch out! The prompt messages
on the screen make afriend out of the
most computer-illiterate individual.
The Format Sentry interfaces with a
personal computer. We chose a Tandy
1000, but the choice is up to you. You
may want to choose aduplicate of asystem already in place at the station—like
an IBM PC. That way you have abackup
computer, should the one running the
automation fail.
Easy installation
An audio interface box performs the
actual audio switching and control functions. Here again, simplicity reigns. You
don't need an expensive service tech to
install the system. A well-planned and
easily read instruction manual covers the
particulars.
The system is shipped with the capacity for 12 sources (reel-to-reels, carts, networks, etc.). You don't need to buy expensive source cards to expand the
system; however, random access sources
like Carousels or Instacarts require their
own interface boards. Each of the 12
sources are random access, and can be
controlled by satellite.
The FS-12A memory contains over

4,000 events, permitting several days of
programming. The main menu permits
selection of one of nine screens through
simple one letter entries. On-screen
prompts for each screen tell you what to
do.
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The selections include Dump Log from
Disk, Edit Log, Review Log to Screen,
Save Log to Disk, Print Log to Printer,
Clock Set, Load Starting Event, On-Air
Screen and System Check.
Easy to change
Unlike other systems employing two
screens or logs, the Sentry Log is what
is on the air, and last minute changes can
be edited at any time. Review Log to
Screen permits you to page through the
events listed in memory.
A typical change would find you reviewing the Log to Screen to locate the
event number to be changed, editing the
log, and then loading a new starting
event to permit the change to be the next
event executed by the system. All of this
takes place while you are on the air.

ESP-2 System Satisfies WIIEZ
by William A. Lemmon, Proj. Eng.
Federated Media
Fort Wayne IN ... Recently Mike Peters
(Peters Broadcast Engineering) asked me
to help install anew automation system
for WHEZ in Portage, MI.
We chose the SMC ESP-2 system for
several reasons. The programming was
to be the nostalgia program from the Satellite Music Network, the price was
within budget and programming was
easy. Also, asister station was using an
SMC, which meant we would have access to a lot of spare parts.
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We also liked the fact that there is afiber optic link between the programming
control head and the main chassis. (The
system was to be installed next to a5kW
transmitter.)
Configuration
We ordered the ESP with three cart
Carousels, one Revox PR-99 MKII reelto-reel and asingle play cart deck. We
planned on adding asecond reel-to-reel
that was already on hand. The system
included the normal programming control head, plus an extra monitor for use
in an air studio.
The unit arrived fully assembled,
ready for installation. Installing the extra reel-to-reel was acinch, as we had ordered the necessary cabling. Satellite
feeds were hooked up, the control heads
were set in place and the fiber optics
were run into place through the ceiling.
We were almost ready to go.
The last remaining detail was making
modifications to the PR-99. Since the sta-

tion was to carry the Michigan football
schedule, we wanted to tape delay parts
of programs, as well as the satellite net
commercials.
Modifying for tape delay
The Revox PR-99 has aReturn to Zero
function with an alternate set point. We
wanted to use this function as part of
the tape delay, but it is not brought
out as part of the remote control functions.
When we opened the PR-99, we found
the switches for the RIZ to be contact closures to ground. We installed a
DIN plug and paralleled the switch contacts.
By wiring into the external flag outputs
of the ESP, we can now set the automation to record anews program, automatically return to zero and then play the
program in alater time slot. (Note, however, that this modification will void the
warranty.)
Satisfactory operation
The system has been operating for a
little more than ayear now without too
many problems. But unfortunately, the
problems that WHEZ has experienced
have been the kind that will drive an
automated station nuts.
Two of the Carousels developed mechanical alignment problems and required
factory repair.
The clock failed, and in order to fix it
and recalibrate it, we had to pull out the
memory board. You can plan on spending several hours retyping the program
formats back in, since all of them must
be entered manually.
Isuggest that there needs to be acomputer tape—disk drive tc record and save
the memory contents. SMC should
make this apriority.

If you purchase asystem, don't forget
to order the extender cards necessary for
repairs.
Overall, the system has been satisfactory. The problems we've experienced
are about normal for apiece of machinery this complicated.
Editor's note: For more information contact SMC at 309-452-5313. The author may
be reached at 219-447-5511.

R.F. Specialties of Texas
PO. Box 8316
Amarillo, TX 79114
Don Jones/Tim Hawks
(806) 372-4518
R.E. Specialties of Washington
11721 15th Avenue N.E.
Seattle, WA 98125
John Schneider/Bob Arnold
(206) 363-7730
RE Specialties of
Pennsylvania
121 Conneaut Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15239
Tom Monahan
(412) 733-1994
RE Specialties of California
3463 State St, Suite 229
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Sam Lane
(805) 682-9429

Like most automation systems, the
Format Sentry is equipped with asilence
sense and acue/program monitor bus.
The Format Sentry is simple to operate,
easy to maintain and reasonably priced.
Performance counts
We purchased our FS-12A system from
Jim Woodworth at Control Technology.
Since its installation nine months ago,
the Format Sentry has performed 24
hours aday without ahitch (asurge arrestor and UPS were worthwhile investments, and are highly recommended).
It may be dwarfed by the size of the
growling Goliaths found in other automation systems, but its performance is
unequaled.
The Goliaths may be bigger, and perform some tricks that are beyond the
abilities of the FS-12A, but you quickly
learn that it's not the quantity of tricks
the automation system can perform, but
the reliability that counts.
The only problems we've had have
been from the jocks at the satellite service hitting the wrong tones! That's adramatic change from the hourly headaches
generated by other systems.
Perhaps the most comforting thought,
however, is that the system designer—
Don Winget—is as close as your phone.
He encourages customer input, too.
And when you call about aquestion,
you won't get answers like, "We're phasing out that model, so we can't update
the software," or, "You're out of warranty; talking to atechnician will cost you:
This modern-day David has hurled a
stone at all the Goliaths, and if sales of
the FS-12A are any indication, the Giants
are falling!
Editor's note: For more information, contact Jim Woodworth at Control Technology:
305-761-1106. The author may be reached at
703-683-3000.

OFF THE AIR?
CABLE WAVE CONNECTORS
NOW STOCKED IN YOUR
AREA
Get back on the air fast! Your
local R. F. Specialties office
now stocks afull assortment of Cablewave

R.E Specialties of Nebraska
2003 Brewster Road
Bellevue, NE 68005
Don Denver
(402) 734-5521

connectors for
immediate
delivery. For
connectors or

R. FSpecialties of Florida
PO. Box 397
Niceville, FL 32578
Bill Turney
(904) 678-8943

.any other RF
needs, call the
'specialist nearest
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you.
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Group
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IGM Accommodates KOLA Needs
by Fred Cote, GM
KOLA
San Bernardino CA ... In early 1987,
we decided to change our FM station format from AOR (album-oriented rock) to
CHR (contemporary hit radio)—programming we felt would reach abroader
audience.
Since we were automated with an
older IGM controller, we decided this
was the time to consider updating.
Our engineer went to the NAB show
in March with definite guidelines about

searching for a new automation programming controller. He found it in IGM
Communications' newly introduced EC
(Economical Controller) system, one
which works on any IBM computercompatible.
We purchased one for our FM station
that spring and asecond one for our AM
station later in the summer.
Ihave been an automation user for almost thirty years, always selecting the
best Icould find for the money. Some
years ago Iworked for amajor station,
WCOP Boston, which used the old IGM

music service and some of its earliest
automation systems.
Later when I bought KFMW ( now
KOLA), the station had some old 1950s
relay-switch automation that worked just
fine. We did some custom design to
streamline the system and actuated reelto- reels and SMC Carousels, later
switching to IGM Instacarts when they
came on the market.
We were impressed in the 1970s with
the fancy IGM controllers installed in
major CBS and NBC stations, but they
were too sophisticated and expensive for
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us to consider. Since the company seemed to be keeping on top of technological
advances, we continued to monitor
IGM's new automation offerings.
When the EC came along at the NAB,
we were delighted to find aprice tag of
around $5,000 for acontroller that did almost as much as the old 1970s $80,000
systems. Last spring the closest system
to the EC that we saw was $12,000—so
the EC's price tag made quite a
difference.
The EC gives us control of 12 audio
sources, memory for 2500 events, afloppy disk memory backup and the ability
to make changes through updated or reprogrammed software without fooling
around with the hardware.
Of our 12 available audio sources, four
are IGM Instacarts on our FM and three
on our AM. Since each Instacart has 48
cartridges, that makes 192 possible playbacks for the FM and 144 for the AM.
We run fully automated at our stations
KOLA Riverside and KGUD Benning,
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doing all the programming at KOLA and
feeding KGUD by STL. Voice tracking is
on cart, as well as station IDs, PSAs,
commercials and the like. The only thing
live is news.
An operator on duty monitors the upcoming commands and makes sure the
cart loading is correct. The screen shows
the last event played, the one on air, and
the next ten or fifteen events upcoming-rolling over so that one could insert
2500 continuous events into the system.
One thing we like is that the system
accommodates very short events, as brief
as just "KOLA." Our prior automation
system would sometimes lock up and
die if items of less than ten or twelve
seconds were called up.
The new EC provides the great flexibility of programming two- and threesecond events, as well as long pieces, enabling us to program tightly. The Insta carts, just as the name implies, respond
instantly with random access, so they
cause no problem. The only misses we
get are if the operator fails to check cart
positions and insert the correct carts, a
rare situation.
Now if we decide to change our format from CHR to something else, all we
have to do is reprogram the system
through software changes. We appreciate that freedom.
The very first ECs did not run Insta carts, only Go-Carts. But within a few
months ¡CM developed new interfaces
that enabled us to operate our old-style
Instacarts (and any newer ones we might
purchase in the future).
Another thing that helped us out was
that the new EC takes up only 51
/"rack
2
space, whereas our old one consumed
three or four feet. We are asmall operation in new but tightly planned quarters,
and the saving in rack space is another
plus.
I know that the technology keeps
changing for automation systems, but
frankly Idon't know what else any new
system could do that the EC doesn't
achieve already.
Editor's note: For more information, contact Tom Ransom at IGM: 206-733-4567.
The author may be reached at 714-684-9992.
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WEEI Enters Touchscreen Age
by Larry S. Vidoli, Dir. Tech. Ops.
WEEI-AM
Boston MA ... Combo all-news? Yes! A
dual anchor morning drive team at amajor market all news radio station can run
combo. WEEI in Boston has done it with
the help of touchscreen technology.
The program log is displayed in vivid
color on a19" Sony touch sensitive monitor. We simply "Touch" the log to air the
event.

rections including compact disc, electronic newsroom access, transmitter control and even television switching. All of
it can be done with the touch of afinger.
With any complex system a fair
amount of support is required. Live copy
must be typed into the system. Carted
commercials, features and the like must
be loaded and unloaded from the Instacarts, and the normal back-up systems
must be readily available.
From a technical standpoint, regular
eVelegiVieneeneetreireeiree

Adaptable to station needs
eeeeMeMe:!:!:MiledieelleMeeedieleel
lem
The Touchstone 2000 series automation assist system is the brainstorm of a
company called Media Touch of Salem,
NH. The system is run by an IBM computer and, depending on your station's
needs, can be as simple as one PC or as
complex as alarge networking system of
many touchscreens and workstations.
Our system consists of:
1) Three IBM-XTs, one running OPLOG
or the touchscreen, and two we use as
editors.
2) One IBM-AT. This file server contains
the 24-hour log and logs all events as
they happen.
3) One Touch screen Monitor.
4) One Copy Monitor for live commercials, promos, etc.

•

maintenance must be done on all the
support systems and, more importantly,
your engineer must be fully capable of
computer operation. Some system software troubleshooting will be required.
Without adoubt, the on air talent has
the least to worry about, and that's the
way it should be.
Editor's note: For more information call
Media Touch Systems at 603-893-5104. The
author may be reached at 617-262-5900.
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5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

One Ramko RS 1616 audio switcher.
Five IGM Instacarts.
One electronic switcher.
One Automation Decoder.
Two printers.
The touchscreen not only allows access
to the scheduled log events, but gives the
operator complete control over all
sources that would enter any normal
console and more. It allows switching
ON, switching OFF, cue, and even fade
as you wipe your fingers across the
screen.
A Ramko digital switcher/mixer allows
RS-232 switching of 32 inputs to any one
of eight outputs. All 32 inputs can be
switched from the touchscreen.
A bank of 50 electronic switches are
used for such things as starting reel-toreels, turning on and off telephone systems and delay circuitry. Again, all this
is accessible from the screen.
Not only are all recorded events aired
from the touchscreen but also live copy,
when touched, will appear in awindow
on the screen. An optional, large letter,
13" copy monitor allows scrolling and
paging of commercials, PSAs, tags, etc.
Printing out logs
Every evening after the traffic department has completed its scheduled program log, we download it to our file
server. The system is compatible with
any computerized traffic system. We
have used both Marketron and Jefferson
Pilot logs with only minor reconfiguration and debugging.
Each morning the previous day's log
is printed out for the billing department.
The log displays every event start time
and duration— in other words, every
time you have touched the screen.
The system is expandable in many di-

The Secret Is Out sae
THE FM 3SYSTEM FROM CRL
In the past few months we have been receiving orders for the two units pictured above.
Since it was not acomplete system, we were curious about how they were being used. A
few phone calls revealed that they were being placed in front of the 8100A. It seems that
the multiband processing provided by CRL greatly improved the loudness and allowed
precise adjustment of the sound to fit any format. The 8100A was then " backed off" so
that it sounded better. The result was alouder, brighter sound that was very consistent.
Well, it's hard to keep agood thing secret. Because so many customers have discovered
this combination we decided to give it aname: The FM 3.
Customers using the CRL/0'mod combination include many of America's major broadcasters, including all three networks. Call us for more information. We can arrange aFREE
10 day trial of any CRL system: The FM 2, FM 3, or FM 4.

FREE 10 DAY TRIAL
Call Dee McVicker

at 800-535-7648 Nowl

Circuit Research Labs, Inc.
2522 W. Geneva Drive • Tempe, Arizona 85282 U.S.A.
800-535-7648 • 602-438-0888
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BE Backs Up the Control 16X
by David J. Evers, Sales Mgr.
Automation Products
Broadcast Electronics, Inc.
Quincy IL ... Ever since program automation systems left the electromechanical age and moved into the era of computerization, users recognized that some
means of protecting the contents of the
programmed memory was necessary.
Today, we take this backup requirement for granted on the computer systems we use. Back in the early days of
the current microcomputer revolution
the most common forms of program
storage were paper tape and audio
cassettes!
In our Broadcast Electronics Control
16x systems, we provided for backup by
means of an RS-232 port which, upon
external command, could dump the contents of the system's memory to be stored
on an external RS-232 device.
Originally, we provided aTexas Instruments Digital Cassette/Terminal, which
not only stored the data but could also
give ahard copy listing of the system's
memory for program verification.
When this approach became too expensive, we tried amore novel one with
our Cart Load/Dump, which used the
FSK encoding and decoding facilities of
our Intelog Logging Encoder to transfer
the systems memory to astandard NAB
cartridge.
Still, these methods were not ideal
since the speed was only 300 baud (30

characters per second) and they were
sometimes prone to errors.
As personal computers began to proliferate and penetrate the broadcast industry, people began to ask us to use afloppy disk drive in the system to store the
data.
Although very desirable, this solution
was not simple. The expense of adding
hardware to the system in the form of a
disk drive, controller and interface circuitry was not trivial. Nor was the software effort required to integrate this
hardware into the system.
Since program automation systems are
a relatively low volume business, the
cost of implementing such an option
would result in avery expensive selling
price. For far less than this cost, the station could go out and buy a PC, including disk drives, monitor, and
printer; and they would get the extra
benefit of having this computer to use
for other projects.
With this in mind, we decided to write
a software package for IBM PCs and
compatibles to allow the loading and
saving of system memory onto afloppy
disk using the RS-232 connection to the
Control 16x.
The PC load/dump program
For the past year, Broadcast Electronics
has been perfecting the software project,
now known as the PC Load/Dump Program, at abeta test station.
The CE of the beta site remarked that
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the Load/Dump software enabled the
station's office IBM PC-XT to talk to the
Control 16x and allowed them to "effectively retire the mule train tape storage
medium!'
The PC Load/Dump Program is menudriven, allowing even relatively untrained operators to successfully transfer
data from the system to the PC.
Options are available for saving system
memory to disk, loading data back to the
system from the disk, special features
such as clearing blocks of memory and
printing hard copy listings of the systems
memory, and aparameters section that
lets the user customize the program to
his automation system and computer
configuration.
Saving data
The main functions of the program are
the saving of system data to the floppy
disk, and the subsequent loading of that
data back to the system when necessary.
The data is stored on the disk in afile,
which is identified by an eight character
file name followed by athree letter extension. The file name is chosen by the user,
and may be anything that will help in
the identification of that file later on,
such as MORNING or TUESDAY.
The three letter extension is provided
by the PC Load/Dump program, and
serves to categorize the data into three
types: Events (signified by the EVT extension), which are program steps as
stored in the system's memory; Compare
Times (CPT), which are entries which
perform a specific function when the
specified time is reached; and Entire
Memory (ALL), files which contain the
entire contents of system's memory (both
events and compare times).
The Entire Memory is useful in maintenance and repair situations where the
full memory must be reloaded as quickly as possible, without having to load
each individual event or time file.

The actual data transfer process between the Control 16x and the PC occurs
at speeds significantly faster than previous methods of memory backup. Originally, the transfer rate was 300 baud or
30 characters per second; backing up the
standard system memory of 3000 events
could easily take 10 minutes or longer.
Now, speeds of up to 9600 baud are
possible, and full memory transfers can
take place in two or three minutes. And,
since the Control 16x allows separate
storage of specified sections of the systems memory, most transfers take even
less time.
Some pleasant side benefits
One benefit of the PC Load/Dump
program was not considered in the design, but has since turned out to be an
attractive feature. We found that it can
serve as a gateway to the system from
other processing systems in use around
astation, from aword processor to edit
and create system programs, to a traffic/business computer system for entry
of commercial schedules.
Any business automation system that
can create ASCII text files with the proper codes for system functions and event
numbers for break times can schedule
spots directly into the system by way of
the Load/Dump program. Outside vendors do not have to worry about RS-232
parameters or error checking.
The PC Load/Dump Program is Broadcast Electronics' first entry into the software-only marketplace. With the positive response we have received from this
product introduction, and with the large
number of suggestions made for additional products of this type, the future
looks promising for more exciting developments to come.
Editor's note: For more information, contact the author at Broadcast Electronics:
217-224-9600.

CD Automation Comes
to Broadcast Industry
(continued from page 23)
may control up to four machines with
2000 walk away events; or by Media
Touch System's "small program" using
touchscreen technology.
The Touchstone system is yet another
approach to cueing and automating
CDs. It too relies on software to program
fades and cues for specific discs. But
while the Schiller system is software,
Media Touch's offering is an entire computerized way of controlling audio, and
can completely automate a station.
Interest from all corners
In light of the vast intcrest in CDs
among stations, manufacturers of automation systems have begun to recognize
the role of CDs and are reconfiguring
their automation systems accordingly.
Shafer already has the interface to play
Century 21 CDs. "We've been making
new interfaces and advancements while
waiting for ( the syndicators) to get their
job done," said Dix.
Broadcast Electronics has been work-

ing about 8months on the incorporation
of CDs into their automation system, according to Evers. Evers said BE has been
"struggling" with decisions regarding
the basic architecture of the system.
"Do you go back and completely redesign the architecture to obtain more
numbers in the memory ( to accommodate the multi-CD players) or do you
move to another level of abstraction—
such as choosing cuts by the music title
selection?" said Evers.
Other automation equipment manufacturers say they have little left to do to
interface with the multi-CD players.
Ransom of IGM reports that the company is working on CD automation, but
that "the economics are just not right yet
for digital!' He added that IGM's automation equipment will need very little
modification to perform in the digital
domain.
Whatever approach manufacturers
and broadcasters choose to pursue, one
thing is clear: CD automation has an exciting future.
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Reminiscing About Automation
(continued from page 23)
switches, lights and two humongous
cross-wired stepping relay counters, giving one the ability to pre-program, randomly, 100 spots.
In operation, let's say you would program aspot at location #Z and another
one at location #56. The Ampex would
play spot #7and stop. Then, it waited a
second, arelay went "tick" and all hell
broke loose.
The Ampex would surge into Fast Forward with the stepper chattering like
crazy and lights going on all over the
place. The Ampex would shortly reach
location #56 but by that time it was going 200 mph in Fast Forward.
Another "tick," and bang, the brakes
came on, finally stopping the runaway
express at, say, location #75. The whole
process was repeated again in Rewind.
After three or four shots at it, the thing
finally came to rest, hopefully, at location #56.
It is rumored that brake band sales to
Spotter users kept Ampex afloat for
years.
One cannot close this chapter without
the name Ron Crider appearing. He was
Schafer's sales manager at the time.
Given a Schafer 800 and a couple of
Spotters he could automate any station
in the country.
Multiple card player
The year is 1962 and the camera pans
East and zooms in on the ATC guys,
Elmo and Jack. After months of consulting with the Otis Elevator Company,
they unveil the ATC 55 multiple cart
player at NAB.
The machine stood over 6' tall and
held 55 carts in avertical row. The transport, driven by a2/
3 horsepower motor,
moved up and down on ahuge threaded lead screw.
The 55 proved quite reliable but had
one interesting quirk. The Elevator
Motor was so powerful that if trouble developed in the "Lower Limit Switch;' the
transport would screw itself right out the
bottom and the whole rack would fall
over on its face.
As chief engineer of Spotmaster at the

CD Jukebox

time, Itried to get the company interested in this rapidly growing new industry. They didn't think too much of the
idea, so in 1963 Iresigned and started
Broadcast Products, Inc. in Rockville,
MD.
Iwanted to build something simple
and inexpensive so the little guy in Froglevel, Alabama could benefit from automation. BPI's first product was the Autocue, asimple 25 Hz Tone Generator and
Detector that sold for $300.
Prime time
The years 1965-1q75 were probably the
heyday of automation. 1965 saw the
emergence of two immensely popular
automation systems, the Schafer 800 and
the ¡CM 500. They both accomplished
the same thing but went about it in different ways.
The 800 was asequential system with
banks of thumbwheel switches called
"Format Fields:' The 500 was a 'Time Insertion" system with commercials being
armed by a cam timer. When nothing
was showing on the clock it simply
played music.
1965 was also the beginning of the "Era
Of The Vans." Every company had avan-big Bluebird buses complete with afull
blown automation system, generator and
cocktail bar.
A salesman would pull into the parking lot and drag the hapless station
owner into the van for ademonstration.
Usually, after about an hour of sales pitching, he had the signed order, the
downstroke, and was gone!
He who got there first got the order.
It was not uncommon for asalesman to
fly back to the factory with an order and,
of course, adown payment.
Looking for the ultimate system
In 1966, Iwas churning out Autocues
as fast as Icould make them until Russ
Morgan of WCTR in Chestertown, MD

came to see me. He said, "Jim, Iwant
asystem with all the good features. of the
800 and 500. Will you build one for me?"
It seemed like agood idea at the time,
so Idesigned and built the first Broadcast Products AR-1000 system in the
basement of my house. It took seven
men to get it up the stairs. The AR-1000
was a combination of sequential and
time insertion operation with the first
solid state digital clock.

Ifired them all! I
fired them all!
Your machine is
going to do it.
55
Competition among the manufacturers was fierce, but friendly. Automation was on such aroll. Station owners
demanded bigger and bigger systems
that hopefully would automate every
facet of astation's operation. Machines
could do everything!
At BPI in 1971, we received a super
rush order for avery large system from
amajor market station. The system arrived on schedule and Iwent in with the
installation crew.
Great expectations
When Iarrived, there was an LP tracking on aturntable and no one else was
at the station except the owner and asecretary. When Iinquired as to the lack of
personnel, the owner replied, "Ifired
them all! Ifired them all! Your machine
is going to do it."
Well, Iwent on the air for eight hours
straight, spinning records, doing farm

Editor's note: See also the story on page
30. For more information, omtact your regional Allied Bnuuleast Equipment ¡ Oct'. Pre
author may be reached at i()7- 288-7711f).

Pushing onward
Pre-NAB was always fun. Every year
there was something brand new. Everybody had ahot soldering iron, making
last minute modifications on the NAB
floor, hoping the systems would hold together for all four days.
Iremember Carl Peterson and Nick
Solberg from IGM with IBM punch
cards all over the IGM booth trying to
et the 630 to run. IGM had introduced
the Instacart and BPI the AR-2000, which
was as far as technology could be pushed at the time.
Paul Schafer had again sold the company, this time to Applied Magnetics.
Under the leadership of Jim Cunningham, the Schafer 8000 mainframe computer was developed. The 8000 was expensive and far ahead of its time. Only
seven were sold.
IGM, too, experimented with the DEC
PDP-8 in its 740-770 series automation.
These systems were also quite expensive.
Sales were confined mostly to major
markets.
Automation throughout the latter
1970s was largely arefinement of existing
techniques and incorporation of microprocessor technology into existing
concepts.
Today, what used to comprise racks
and racks of hardware is now reduced
to one 51/
4"rackmount switcher and a
personal computer, costing about 20% of
the former systems.
Editor's note: For more history, contact the
author at Control Technology: 305-761-1106.

This new QuantAural QA-100 Audio
Program Analyzer gives you the advantage
in competitive broadcasting

(continued from page 24)
selections on cart. Transferring 10 cuts
from a $15 compact disc would require
10 blank carts at $5.50 each ($55 total)
plus the cost of labor to dub the carts.
With the Audiometrics, the cost and
time required for cart dubbing are eliminated while maintaining the same control of music played on the air that carts
provide. Additionally, you provide better audio quality to the listener and acquire indefinite play life.
Ifeel the Audiometrics CD player offers apowerful tool for improving control room efficiency, reducing music
production costs and upgrading the
quality of sound of any station. It has
done all of this and more at KNXR.

reports, hog belly futures and local news
(from the afternoon paper) from towns
whose names Icouldn't pronounce.
Around 7that evening, we got the system cranked up and programmed, leaving "Automated Radio" to churn on into
the night. Unbelievable as it sounds,
that's the way it was.

Simply put, the QA- 100 quantifies what you
hear. Your station sound can now be electronically
monitored the way you hear it. Exactly. And, you
can monitor the competition tool
Real time analysis of any audio signal. From a
receiver, tape recorder, or processing equipment.
You see the measurements as you hear the sound.
Changes in processing or variations in system performance are immediately shown on the QA- 100
panel meter or bargraph display— using program
material as the signal source.
The QA- 100 hears like a program director and
talks like an engineer. With it you can monitor maximum peak level (relative peak modulation), overall

processing effectiveness (average level), tightness of
sound and processing control (peak density), tonal
balance, consistency and preemphasis (four band
real time analyzer), stereo image width (L + R to
L - R ratio) and "punch" (special " aural intensity"
measurement).
Interested? To learn more about how the QA- 100
will help your station compete, call Potomac
Instruments today.

OTOMAC INSTRUMENTS
932 PHILADELPHIA AVE. SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
(301) 589-2662
Circle Reader Service 4 on Page 22

QuantAural is a registered trademark.
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BAI Warrants Used Equipment
by Earl R. Bullock, Pres.
Broadcast Automation Inc.
Dallas TX ... Have you considered
automating your radio station from 6PM
till signoff? Have you wanted to control
your programming by using a syndicated music service but don't have the
necessary equipment?
Broadcast Automation Inc. is in the
business of helping find answers to
these questions by providing remanufactured automation equipment.
Many stations have purchased used
equipment directly from another station
with the primary intent of saving money.
Their intentions are admirable.
They plan to have their contract engineer, in his spare time, check out the
equipment and make it ready for use. Or
better yet, they arrange to have their full
time engineer check it out and repair it
if necessary.
The equipment always works when
taken out of service! Then why doesn't
it work when it's put back in service?
Note that the full time engineer always
seems to have more important tasks to
do, like keeping the transmitter running
so the station can stay on the air.
BAI has recognized these problems
and has taken on the task of purchasing
equipment no longer being used, storing this equipment for prospective
buyers, and rebuilding it once it is
ordered.
An automation system for aradio station generally consists of several pieces
of equipment:
1) A controller with some means of
programming.
2) Random access sources for commercials or spot announcements.
3) Sequential sources for music.
4) Single play sources for jingles, relate
lines, IDs, etc.
5) A network or news channel.

6)
7)

Logging.
Equipment racks.
BAI combines new equipment with remanufactured equipment to provide a
system with the capability to automate
astation.
The Schafer 900 Series Controllers provide a wide range of capabilities. The
Schafer 903E, with 3days of Time File
memory and over 3800 format events,
can give you weekend programming as
well as the necessary time events for live
network joining, starting and stopping
and remote functions.
The Schafer 903 has a one day
memory with all the other capabilities
that the 903E has. The Schafer 902.5 uses
the basic programming capability made
popular with the Schafer 800 in that
thumbwheel switches are used to select
the sources to be played. The . 5 part
adds an MOS solid state memory to program the random access cart sources.
A new entry into the automation picture is the IGM-EC, the Economical
Controller. The EC is used in conjunction with an IBM-compatible PC.
There are several random access
sources available. However, the SMC
Carousel continues to be the least expen—

sive per cart random access source.
BAI's program of rebuilding the SMC
Carousel includes complete disassembly.
The inner and outer trays are cleaned
and replated, and the frame is repainted.
Open frame rotate and tray motors are
replaced with totally enclosed motors
and gear boxes.
The head stack assembly is replaced
with a new SMC HB-10 unit or, if you
plan to use the 3M Scotchcarts, with the
ITC Delta head stack assembly. New
cards are provided for most of the
electronics.
The availability and lower prices of
new, playback only, reel-to-reel decks for
automation use has reduced the market
value of used decks. Also, the high cost
and lack of parts availability of some
decks makes them too cost prohibitive
to rebuild.
BAI offers systems with new decks as
afirst choice, then ITC 750s, Revox A77s,
Scully 270s, and others if you need a
lower priced system.
We normally do not receive many used cart decks with the systems we purchase, since stations generally need
them to operate in a manual mode.
Thus, we furnish new cart decks with

the systems.
The network capability normally is determined by the automation controller.
It may take only asource card to provide
this channel. This is one reason why satellite music services require less
equipment.
VEL, or verified encoded logging is not
as popular as it once was. Maintenance
is now the primary reason for having a
logger. Schafer has one logging card with
amicroprocessor that can provide information such as silence sense andclosed
loop indication.
We find that the totally enclosed racks
made for Schafer Electronics are most
popular. They are easy to haul and provide a good environment for the electronic equipment.
Buying remanufactured systems can
save astation manager or CE the task of
advertising for equipment, discussing it
with prospects and worrying about the
follow up with the previous owner.
BAI can configure a system to the
buyer and eliminate the need for selling
off unwanted source equipment. And
BAI warrants the remanufactured equipment so that the buyer is assured it
works when he receives it.
Editor's note: For more information, contact the author at Broadcast Automation Inc.:
214-380-6800.

Audio metrics Came From Japan
by Dave Burns, Nat'l Sales Mgr.
Allied Broadcast Equipment
Richmond IN ... Almost two years ago
adecision was made to research an electromechanism which would be capable
of automating the compact disc format.
Broadcast stations had barely begun to
use CDs. However, evidence was available that this latest technological leap
was not afad. Subsequently, radio and
CDs have become fast friends.

The Moseley PCL-606/C
Totally Transparent

• Ends telco line charges • Ultra low noise
• Unequalled selectivity • Selectable IF bandwidth
• Outstanding linearity and frequency stability
• Built-in diagnostic metering—received signal read in true microvolts
• Digitally synthesized transmitter— no crystals
• Two multiplex inputs, individually adjustable
• 115 kHz extended baseband available at no additional charge

NORTHEAST BROADCAST LAB, INC.
P.O. Box 1179
S. Glens Falls, NY 12803

P.O. Box 565
Southampton, PA 18966

518-793-2181
Circle Reader Service ë on Page 22

215-322-2227

No wear, no pops, no clicks. The library doesn't have to be replaced and
mid- and innergroove distortion is gone
forever. A 25 year oldie will sound just
as it did aquarter of acentury ago.
Finding the right vehicle
But, let's get back to the logistics of
how to facilitate the programming of
these round, flat jewels. We considered
design from the ground up and discovered that the quantities needed to
cover R&D alone were staggering (our total market potential is slightly over
10,000, but is significantly less in reality).
Then we looked at existing technology.
One manufacturer proposed his 60capacity unit which had self-limited programming capability and presented
great difficulty in loading and unloading
discs. Its audio specs were pedestrian at
best.
Another 60-disc capacity unit was play
mechanism only. No way to program
without custom interfaces and software.
No real RS-232 capability, either.
Then we were fortunate in locating a
manufacturer which had designed a100disc unit specifically for karaoke ( singalong) bars in Japan. The first unit we
saw had acoin slot on the front. It was
industrial strength!
Several telexes (up to 15 feet in length)
followed. Software redesign and broadcast applicable features w?re agreed
upon. Pricing was arrived at. Actual production was begun just prior to NAB
1986. We are now into generation three.
Random access multiplay
The Allied Audiometrics® AMCDS1000A CD Multiplay is specifically designed for operator-assisted and fullyautomated operation. With amaximum
access time of 28 seconds and its unique
cue-to- music ability, it's the ultimate CD

programming tool. There's random access for any disc, any cut and order. Up
to 100 discs per machine are secured under lock and key.
With over 2000 in daily commercial use
in Japan alone, mechanical and electronic specifications had aproven track
record. Modifications and new software
were specified by Allied and SMC® to
be sure its function would meet the most
stringent and most sophisticated needs.
Access to the AMCDS1000As capabilities is via an RS-232 port. We've designed three ways to tap its resources
and pin-out information has been used
by our clients to roll their own PC
control.
The simplest available control is the
model XTC which permits the user to
gang two multiplays and program CDs
back to back or in any ratio to other media ( including records, carts, etc.) desired. The XTC allows total remote control and exhibits present, recall and future status information.
Up to four machines ( up to 2000 walkaway events) may be preprogrammed
and managed by the CDP programmer
unit. The SMC CDP may be used as a
stand alone programmer in full auto,
semi-auto, or live assist modes.
The third method available is the Media Touch® System by Touchstone,
which brings computerized touchscreen
control of the AMCDS-1000A.
We believe the CD Multiplav can help
astation's programming team maintain
their position and image with little or no
introduction of operator resistance. All
this with complete plavlist integrity. And
the sound ... Oh, the sound! Editor's note: For more information, contact the Allied Broadcast Equipment office
serving your area. See also the User Reports
on pages' 24 and 27.
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QA- 100 Knows What You Hear
by John P. Bisset, CE
WCXRIWCPT
Part 2
Washington DC ... During the initial
development of the QA-100 QuantAural
Audio Program Analyzer, Iwas permitted to join the engineers at Potomac
Instruments while they tested it. The
purpose of these tests was to assess the
usefulness of the device in analyzing
commercial broadcast stations.
Although many tests were conducted,
perhaps one of the most interesting—
and most appropriate for the instrument—was that of comparing the processing of various stations in the Washington, DC market.
Some of the results of these observations follow, as afollowup to the last article which described the basic operation
of the QA-100. Ihope to share my experience that the QA-100 is auseful tool to
keep one's own audio in shape and at
the same time give the engineer a
glimpse of what the competition is
doing.
With the LED bargraphs in the wideband detector mode, avisual representation of peak to average programming can
be obtained. A comparison of the three
major Top-40 stations is displayed in
Table A.
These readings were taken from the
average of several measurements at different times (although, due to the large
amounts of compression employed by
each station, the results were nearly
constant).
From the Table, station C has the tightest peak to average ratio. However, it is
interesting to note that station A, with
alittle more dynamic range, was clearly
the loudest ( INT), and its peaks were
"brick walled" at 0. Stations Band C displayed alittle more range of peaks.
The compression levels (comparing
the peak to average) are nearly the same,
leading some in our group to speculate
that all three were using the same type
of processor, set up nearly identically.
When switching to the filters mode, an
even more interesting picture developed.
The real-time spectrum analyzer showed
both low and presence boosting for station A. Station B displayed only high
boost, and station C boosted only the
presence band.

In the stereo mode, the L, R, L- R, and
L+R signals were viewed. Station A demonstrated abnormally boosted highs in
its L- R. Station C reflected amore even,
"normal" frequency distribution, and
station Bdisplayed some presence boost
in the L- R signal.
Although the QPK (quasi-peak) values
for the three stations were the same, the
INT (Intensity) or way the ear perceives
loudness clearly identified station A as
the winner of the "loudness war."
Further analysis showed another station with commercials of ahigher peak
density than the music. The QPK (quasipeak) level of the spots was consistently
3dB higher than the music. Two other
stations, obviously employing separate
processing chains for the commercials
and the music, demonstrated the opposite.
In another instance, astation was observed processing its L- R to the point
that it exceeded the L+R most of the
time. One of the easier listening stations
also insured there was plenty of L- R,
perhaps in an attempt to give the listener
the broadest of stereo images.
Throughout the tests, peak to average
ratios of - 9 dB were found to be the
point beyond which the audio was
ripped to shreds. Two stations—both
country—approached this level. Hot on
their heels was another easy listening
format which averaged - 11 peak to average. This was interesting, given all the
talk about listener fatigue.
Still another station chose to L- R
process the mike only, with an interesting effect both on the air—and displayed
by the QA-100.
Classical station A's stereo performance seemed to lag behind that of B.
But one had to wonder, was the apparent lack of processing their attempt to
attract the audiophile?
Two of Washington's urban stations
were compared, and their differences
were like night and day. Station L was
agood 5dB below station M in peak to
average ratios. In addition, its peak density was such that at times, you could
tune right past it.
In addition to "spying on the other
guy" the QA-100 can be used to set up
the stereo in the PD's office. Since multipath problems are heard first in the
higher frequencies such as the SCA and
the L- R information, orienting the FM

Automation Extras
Brainerd, MN ... The M.W. Persons
Programmer 3A Live Assist Controller is
an interface between man and machine
in a radio studio where music comes
from reel-to-reel. It has amemory which
stands ready to start the next music
source when the live announcer pushes
a button. Cassette and cartridge
machines can also be connected.
Built to handle four inputs, the Programmer 3A controls both logic and audio functions, mixing audio to a common output. The output can go directly
to the mix bus of the studio console. A
built-in timer resets to zero each time a
source is started.
An auto sequence option makes the

Programmer 3A cycle through all four
sources in afixed sequence, giving the
operator walk away time.
Also available is the 25 Hz Tone
Processor, a dual 25 Hz tone detector
and dual program amplifier with 25 Hz
notch filters. One processor provides the
interface needed to convert a remote
controllable reel-to-reel into asource for
automation or live assist.
The built-in 25 Hz filter is extremely
narrow, removing an absolute minimum
of programming while preventing the 25
Hz switching tones from getting on the
air.
For more information, contact Mark
Persons: 218-829-1326.
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antenna for the best L- R as displayed
on the bargraphs will ensure a clean
signal.
When adjusting your own station's
processing, the QA-100 can permit you
to listen to clipping artifacts by switching
to the high-pass filter mode. This ability to "slice up" the audio band is an engineer's dream.
Another unusual application oi" the
QA-100 is that of grading your locks'
voices. Measuring the raw voice at the
console output and observing the peak
to average ratio will demonstrate the
"gutsiness" of the talent. If avoice is very
assymetrical, and its peak to average ratio is in excess of 25 dB, it will be more
difficult to process.
It has long been known that by getting
the average up through fast compression, density will be increased. A problem, however, has been the LF distortion.

TNT
-8

Multiband processors have countered
this by varying time constants in different frequency bands. The QA-100 can
display the peak to average ratio of each
of these bands, allowing the engineer to
study the effects of different time constants on the peak to average ratio of that
particular band.
In viewing the stations here in Washington, it was very apparent that there
are as many different approaches to controlling modulation level and "sound" as
there are stations in the market.
Just as apparent was the excellent
"edge" the instrument gives—not only to
supplant paranoia, but to evaluate the
overall processing effectiveness of your
station.
Editor's note: For more information, contact Dave Harry at Potomac Instruments:
301-589-2662. The author may be reached
at 703-683-3000.

Play Only Is
Hard Work
Radio automation can be tough
on atape transport. That's why
you should equip your system
with the hard-working Revox PR99
Playback Only.

One more thing: this rugged machine also goes to work for less money.
It has asuggested list price lower than
the primary competition.
If you're looking for a playback unit
that thrives on hard work, look closely
at the Revox PR99 Playback Only. Call
or write today for more information and
the location of your nearest Revox
Professional Products Dealer.

The PR99 is Swiss-engineered and
German-built to perform smoothly and
reliably. Hour after hour. Day after day.
Year in and year out.
Revox reliability is no accident. It is
based on a solid die-cast chassis,
heavy-duty reel motors, a servo capstan motor, and contactless switching. In the Studer Revox tradition,
every part is assembled and checked
with meticulous precision.
The PR99 Playback Only also
nip
offers front panel controls for repro
level, EOM stop delay time, and treble EQ for low and high speeds. A
front panel light indicates presence of
EOM signal. Audio, status, and remote signals are carried through a
single multipin connector, so you can
replace playback units in a matter of •
minutes. The PR99 Playback Only is
available in 3.75/7.5 or 7.5/15 ips tape
speed combinations.

I
DIE
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•

R EVOX

Studer Revox America
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210
(615) 254-5651
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Dynamax® ESD10 Eraser/Splice Detector
Cleanest Erasure Ever!
ow there's abetter way to erase your carts.
In addition, apatented system guarantees
NWithout degaussing coils. Without heat.
reliable, automatic splice detection with no

Without damaging your tapes.

The DYNAMAX® ESD10 Eraser/Splice
Detector improves on reel-to-reel technology
by using two precision full-track erase heads.
The result is asignificant improvement in
cartridge signal-to-noise ratio, and on- air sound
beyond anything you might have thought
possible.

sensitivity adjustments. Operating at 27.5 ips,
the continuous duty ESD10 will erase and
splice- locate a40- second cartridge in less than
22 seconds.
Get the full story on the fastest growing
cartridge machine family. Contact Fidelipac or
your authorized DYNAMAX Distributor.

DYNAMAX®
BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DEUPAC

Fidelipac Corporation E P.O. Box 808 G Moorestown, NJ 08057 U.S.A. El 609-235-3900 Ill TELEX: 710-897-0245 D Toll Free 800- HOT TAPE
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